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PREFACE 

The lives of Indonesians have been so crowded by the extra
ordinary succession of events of the past twelve years that few of 
them have found time to write an account of their experiences during 
this critical and historic periodao Thus, those interested in
modern Indonesia are particularly grateful to Rao A. A.S. Mao
Gandasubrata, Resident of Banjumas, for having written his memoirs
of events in this important area of Java during the period 1933-
19500 

Part II of Mr. Gandasubrata's memoirs concerns the Japanese 
occupation of Java, a period in Indonesia's modern history concern
ing which less has been written than any othero Because of this 
the Cornell Southeast Asia Program felt that it was desirable that 
this section in particular be made available in English translation 
to interested persons unable to read Indonesiano Mro Leslie Hao
Palmier prepared this translationao 

The staff of the Cornell Southeast Asia Program wishes to 
express its appreciation to Mrao S. M. Gandasubrata for his willing
ness to allow this section of his book to be translated into
English and printed at Cornell Universityao Likewise the staff 
wishes to acknowledge its indebtedness to Mrao Palmier for having 
alerted it to the existence and importance of Mr o Gandasubrata's 
account and for his generosity in contributing his time and skill 
to its translationao 

George McTo Kahin
Executive Director 
Southeast Asia Program 

Cornell University • 

Ithaca, New York 
·August, 1953 
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The Jajanese Army occupation - March 1942 - August 1945 

In the middle of.the month of March 1942 the Sakaguchi troops
The Japanese left the Banjumas area. Purwokerto now was governed by 
Army hold the the army of occupation under the command of Colonel Sato 
reins of divisional commander for the residencies of Banjumas and 
governmento Pekalongan. The local military commander at Purwokerto 

• was Major Josi whilst the head of the military police 
was 1st Lieutenant Kato. 

The day the army of occupation arrived all State officials of 
the rank of assistant district head and above, of all nationalities 
and departments, were assembled in the S.D.S. hotel.* We were all 
asked to stand up in the sequence of our respective ranks o 

Noo 1 Resident Boots 
Noo 2 myself
Noo 3 Assistant Resident 
No o � Deputy Regent R. Kabul Parwodj.redj;,t1. · ·.
Noo 5 District Court Judge Raden Mss Sudarto Mangkusubroto and so 

on 
. , 

In front of us:all stood Colonel Sato, with Major Josi and
Kenpeitaityo Lieutenant Kato at his sides. Also present were a number 
of Japanese officers and a Japanese interpreter.

First the names and ranks of the Japanese officers were proclaimed
to all present, after which all of us in turn declared our names and 
rankso Then Major Josi announced that Japan had been forced to bear 
arms to pacify East Asia o The Japanese Army came to Java to help
the Indonesian Nation free itself from the Dutch colonial prison o
Eventually Japan wou�d build a Greater East Asia for common prosperity o 

M�jor Josi's speech was followed by Lieutenant Kato who declared 
that the security of the Banjumas area was considered good and he 
hoped that this state of affairs would continue o 

Then we were asked one by one whether we were willing to work 
• 

with Japan to build Greater East Asia. Resident Boots answered� 
"I am willing." 

I

I do not know the reason why, but the answer given by Resident
Boots of itself made my own easier. Why should I, as an Indonesian j
not wish to join in helping to build Greater East Asia for our 
common welfare? Apart from that, instructions from the Dutch Govern
ment had requested us to continue our work in order to guarantee 
security and to lighten the sufferings of the people as long as the 
country was occupied by the enemy. 

All the officials answered "Willing." Then we were allowed to 
return to our respective offices and were asked to continue our work 
whilst awaiting instructions from the Japanese army. 

•Serajudal Stoomtram- Seraju Valley Railway. 



ain. as. the lo9al gover��nt j
first duty was to survey and study the situation outside Surveying the the townao Together with Resident Boots I first made a 

Since we had been recognised once ag_ · · our 

-situation out- tour of observation from the town of Purwokerto toside the town Sukaradjaao Apart from the sugar factory of Purwokerto 
which had had a part burnt down, there were no traces visible along 
the road of the scorched earth policyao Shops and stalls as well as
houses were closed. The situation was quieto 

Our journey was continued to Banjumasao Here, also, the 
situation was no differentao Kalibagor sugar factory and the houses
of its employees were all dead quietao 

When we reached �he bridge over the river Serayu we were forced 
to stopao Just where people used to like to stop a while to admire 
the beauty of nature, now there was only to be seen a broken bridge, 
indeed a part of the beautiful structure had fallen into the �ivero
Communication with the town of Banjumas had been brokeno Water
pipes and electric cables had also been cut so that the town had 
no water or lightao Stalls at the side of the road near the bridge
showed evidence of lootingao With tears in my eyes I surveyed the
wreckageao How would we be able to repair all this damage? Sad in
deed was the fate of the Indonesian peopleao The Dutch who had 
conceitedly called themselves "Lovers and protectors of the Indonesian
people" had surrendered our fate to Japan in the midst of immeasurable
wreckage and ruinao The Indonesian people were now even poor�r than 
they had beenao 

I realised that the town of Banjumas could not be reached from 
Banjumas Town the Northo So I told the driver to take the road through
isol ted Patikradjao But when I reached the bridge over thea Logawa it appeared that here also the Dutch Army had done 

its duty perfectly. Logawa bridge could not be crossed.· Shops and
houses of Patikradja had suffered the same fate as other places 
which had become victims of the passions of the peopleao 

There was nothing for us but to return to Purwokerto, and from
there try to continue our tour through Tjilongokaj Adjibarang and
Wangonao The bridges over the Apa and Logawa rivers had been destroyed
by the Dutch, but the Japanese Army had made a temporary bridge from
palm trunks and bambooo So also with the Bridge over the Tadjum 
river between Adjibarang and Wangon near the village of Pantjasano 

Beginning from the boundary of Wangon village we were able to 
see traces of fightingao Near houses and stalls, both emptyNear Wangon and destroyeda9 were many motor vehicles on both sides· of

the roadao The nearer Wangon the more the vehicles, among the•
beautiful motor cars which apparently had been hastily abandoned
at the edge of the road by their ownersao Sometimes we had to slow 
down because the motorcars had not been moved aside and thus impeded
our progresso 

At Wangon crossroads the Japanese Army kept a guard o From
Wangon to Djatilawang was open to trafficao The inhabitants or
Djatilawang town had already begun to return, but traces or looting
were ·still visibleao From Djatilawang we returned to Wangon and then 



went to Lumbir. On the western side of Wangon along the main.road 
for approximately 1 kilometre motorcars, trucks, jeeps and other 
vehicles were to be seen once more. 

At Paningkaban village we met a troop of Dutch soldiers under 
the command of a major, who were awaiting the arrival of the 
Japanese army. These Dutch soliders were to be taken to Tjilatjap,
as prisoners, whilst Australian prisoners of war were to be placed 
in the MULO school in Purwokertoo 

The Japanese officers and men were harsh to the inhabitants of 
Attitude of Japanese all races. As a result, people generally felt 

afraid. To strike the head and so on was theirofficers and men customao Because they were afraid, people obeyed 
their order�,aindeed some cowards had already tried to fraternise with
Japanese officers. There were also some who became spies for the 
Japaneseo 

The Chinese, who generally like to look for profit, and also 
motivated by a fear of looting by the people after the Dutch power 
had disappeared, quickly sought protection and friendship from the 
Japanese Army. Houses belonging to Dutch inhabitants were not secure
at that timeao Every time Dutch people were visited by Japanese 
soldiers, their belongings were carried away. 

The Chinese who were classed as rich were also obliged to give 
help in the form of money, household goods and foodao 

Towards women the attitude of the Japanese was far from pleasingo
Women had no value in their eyes. They were considered as creatures 
of lower order than men; only useful as servants or to satisfy desireo 
The manners and customs of the Japanese were indeed very different 
from those of our forefathers, as also from the customs of Westernerso 

Indonesian women, whether brought up in the traditional way or 
the modern, in general could not accept their treatment at the hands
of the Japanese. Indonesian men who wished to protect the position 
of their wives did not permit them to come into contact with the
Japaneseo The women themselves at this time preferred to return to 
the traditional values, preferred to live in seclusion rather than 
emerge from the house. 

. . 

At the end of March 1942 Dutchmen, whether pure or Eurasianaj 

The Dutch were assembled in the ex-MULO school buildingo After their 
are interned names, occupations and ages had been registered they were 

interned in the Brothers• Schoolo 

Resident Boots and Assistant Resident De Klerk also were in= 

ternedao How did they feel? I do not know; I only remembered Resident 
Boots saying after the Dutch government had surrendered to Japan: 
" Indeed, Regent, we should have given Indonesians dominion status 15 
years ago. Then all would have turned out otherwise." But there is 
no use in crying over spilt milk! 

From that moment the control of the offices of the residency 
and the assistant resident were transferred to meo InMy work grows the middle of·the month of April 1942 there came a Japaneseheavier senior official, Lieutenant-Colonel Horie, from Bandu.ngo 

All officials of all departments, of the rank of Assistant District 



Head and above were assembled in the Regency verandao The Regents of
Purbalinggaaj Tjilatjap and Bandjarnegara together with the District 
Heads of the whole of the Banjumas area were also presento At this 
meeting Lieutenant-Colonel Horie explained that the Japanese Army
would establish civil government in West Java with its seat at Bandung. 
We were all asked to continue at our various posts and to sign a 
declaration that we were loyal to the Japanese Military Governmentao
I was myself appointed Deputy Resident in addition to my post as Regentao 

The Japanese Military Government quickly issued Law ( Osamu Seirei)
Laws of the Noo l o Paragraph 1 ran as follows: "Because the Army of 
Japanese Army Dai Nippon wishes to better the fate of the Indonesian 

people, who are of the same race and descent as the Japanese, 
and also wishes to make a steadfast peace so as to live prosperously
together with the Indonesian people on the basis of defending Greater
East Asia together, the Japanese Army continues military government 
for the meantime in the areas which it has occupied, so that there 
may soon be complete securityao n Paragraph 2g "The Commander of the
Army of Dai Nippon holds the highest powers of Military Government and 
also all powers which previously were in the hands 9f the Governor
Generaloa" Paragraph 3: "All Governmental bodies and their powers j
judgments and laws of the previous governmentaj are recognised as
valid for the meanwhile, so long as they do not conflict with military
government ordersao" 

With the issue of this law all departments began to work once 
more, and in my opinion quicklyo Indonesian officials All departments showed their abilityo The wheel of government with itsare revived departments was running smoothly, even though it was not

directed by Dutchmeno Neither was there any control by the Japanese 
civil governmentao Indonesian officials felt satisfied that they 
could show that they could indeed work alone, but they did not feel
happy j indeed often felt anxious because of the attitude of the
Japanesea9 who were not free of the disease of "Tropenkollero" As
time went on it became ever clearer that the Japanese were more
"respect-crazy" than the Dutchao 

Every time I read Osamu Seirei Noao 1 I asked myself: "How is it 
Japanese that the Japanese dare take such a great risk in suddenly 
audacity recognising the Indonesian people as of the same race and

descent, and propose a prosperous life together on the basis 
of a common defence of Greater East Asia, even though the Japanese
and the Indonesians do not know one another, indeed on the contrary 
are complete strangers to one another? Will the Army of Dai Nippon 
be able in a short time to win the hearts of the Indonesians? Do
they think that the Indonesians can be mobilised to defend their
country against the attacks of Australia, Britain, and America, whose 
armament is fuller and more perfect, and who every day become stronger?
Dare the Japanese hope for good results whilst their attitude towards 
Indonesians is haughty and conceited?" 

or course the Japanese dared to take the risk! When compared 
with other peoples they are indeed extraordinaryao They declare 
themselves the descendants of gods, gods who are to be found in our 
culture also, in the shadow play and the puppet theatreo I was easily
able to understand their habits and customs from the stories for these 
performances which I liked, but which since a long time I had not 
prized any more because they were no longer in tune with the timeso 
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I was astonished to see that the.Ja�anese who in their da�ly 
life were so primitive were able to evict the Americans from the 
Philippines, the British from Burma and Malaya, and the Dutch from 
Indonesia. 

What the Army of Occupation most needed was to improve the 
main roads, bridges and communications generally, to find First task and assemble arms and ammunition and other war materiala9

petrol pumi:>s, food, and all the stocks of the Netherlands Indies 
Government as well as import and export goodso 

The 29th of April, 1942, was the Tentyoset Dayaj which for the
first time was celebrated in Indonesiao The day was theTentyoset Day anniversary of Tenno Heika, the Japanese Emperoro In

every regency capital it was commemorated by the Japanese Armyo All
Dutch flags, pictures of Queen Wilhelmina, orders of knighthood and 
stars of service for the Netherlands Indies Government, emblems in 
the letter "W'' , were burnt in publico For the first time Indonesians 
saw that the character of the Japanese was of the same kind as that 
of Nazi Germany and Fascist Italyao All signs which reminded men
of the Dutch Government had to be burnt out of our societyo 

On Tentyoset Day a great conference took place at Bandung for 
Conference Regents, Majors and Police Chiefs of the whole of West Javaaj 
at Bandung also including Banjumas and Pekalongan Residencies which

since then were included in the Governmental area of West 
Javao 

Before Japanese senior officers and civil authorities Indonesian
Regents and other civil authorities received letters of appointment 
in the Japanese language from the hands of the Commander in Chief
himself in the Army Commander's Palace. After that we all gathered 
together in the Pension Funds Building to celebrate the anniversary
of Tenno Heika with speeches and shouts of "Bansaio" At this 
meeting we were given "sake," the Japanese alcohol, to drinko vVe
then went to the Haminte office to hear the speech of Colonel Matsuia9
head of the Japanese Government for the whole of West Javaa9 in
Japanese, which he gave in a fiery spirito The speech took over 
an hour, and was translated into Indonesian by the Regent of Bandung 
R o A o A. Wiranatakusuma. The import of Colonel Matsui's speech was
to impress upon all present the fact that as a result of its brilliant
victory in the Coral Sea, in Indonesia and throughout South and
East Asia, Ja�an was the most powerful country in the worldo Japan
would not have attacked Indonesia if conceited Holland had not 
declared war on her. Consequently the Japanese Army was obliged
to land on the island of Java. In a space of only eight days the 
NethArlands Indies Army had surrendered unconditionallyo Thank
the Lord that in this way the Japanese were able to meet the
Indonesians, who were of the same race and descento Indonesians
had no need ·to fear Holland, Australia, Britain and Americao Japan
would continue to progress, continue to struggle until those nations 
were on their knees and powerless. Japan was a country protected
by gods and through-out history had never been defeated by any 
country whatever. The Japanese would help the Indonesians and 
together they would attain common prosperity. 

I returned to Purwokerto with the impression that the Japanese 
were drunk with victory. They felt themselves superior to Drunk with and stronger than America, Britain and Australiao Everyvictory time the Japanese made a speech, its contents were nothing 



but contempt for the Allies and praise for the Japanese o The
victory of Japan in the Pacific Ocean in the Coral Sea and Marshall
Islands, in the Indian Ocean, in Burma and so on, were broadcast
with immeasurable prideo Their conceit increased every dayao
Australia was to be destroyed from three directions o 

In general the Japanese showed a conceited and arrogant attitude

towards Indonesians of the upper class and intellectuals o  Towards
the lower classes their attitude was good and familiar o From the 
beginning it was clear they improved the position of the lower
classes and the masses, whilst they lowered that of the upper classes o

They said they wished to remove differences between these two classes o 
Their motto was ''All the same," that is the same level and the same
feeling o 

That the familiar attitude to the masses was a way of stealing
the hearts of those who were still ignorant only became apparent 
after thousands of those from the classes "whose position was to be 

raised" were sent as forced labour to the mines of Bajah in the 
district of Banten, and so Onao 

The Japanese Government began by setting limits to the salaries 
Japanese policy of officialso Regents, for example, who under the 

to Indonesians 
Netherlands Indies Government received a salary of F.115O 
a month, were now to receive Fao 5OOao Together with this

it was often announced that under the Japanese Government everybody
was given an opportunity to gain high rank, so long as he was indus
trious and able o Japan did not differentiate classes in Indonesian 

societyao A�istocrats as well as commoners were considered as on the 
same levelo The teachers were prized; it was said there was no task 
more honourable than that of a teacherao 

These new regulations of themselves gave rise to dis�atisfaction
among the peopleo Although among those who benefited, such as 
teachers and policemen, there were many who felt pleased and grew
proud, in general people were unable to agree to this measure of the
Japanese Government, indeed strong protests were put forward from the 
Judiciaryao 

The wbmen e�pecially were not disposed to swallow the Japanese
habits and customs which it was desired to force on themao 

In general it was considered that showing respect a la Nippon 

strongly reduced the level of the Indonesian people. 

Showing respect to Japanese officers, and other authorities, by
bowing low and especially by standing in rows at the roadside under 
the burning rays of the sun or in the rain and the cold, was something
which we had never before experienced throughout our lives. 

It was therefore easy to understand that all these respect 
regulations offended Indonesians, especially the intellectuals. In
this matter, in our opinion, the government was less than wise. If
Japan wished to improve the fate or position of the Japanese people
it wa� not right for her to act as the protector of one party whilst 
oppressing the otherao 



The change which may be said to have most disturbed our daily
life, above all with respect to the times of prayer, was the follow
ing of Japanese time. The difference was an hour and a halfao
Japanese time had to be used throughout Indonesia. 

For our family life the Japanese time meant only great diffi
culties. Just imagine the difficulties of a mother who had to prepare 
breakfast for the children before 6 a.m. Javanese time, because they
have to begin school at 8 a.m. Japanese time, that is at 6:30 a o m o

Javanese time. Japan maintained 8 o'clock as the time of opening 
of offices and schools. 

The Christian year also was replaced by the Japanese, so that
the year 1942 became the year 2602 Sjowa o 

Japanese Before Japan landed I believed that the Japapese as
like alcohol Easterners did hot l!ke stro�g dril'lk as m�qh as Western

peoples, but my belief was wrong. The Japanese like drinking "sakea9 " 

whisky, beer, Dutch gin, etc. until intoxicatedao 

Junsa After the occupation army went into permanent residence at
training Purwokerto they arranged training for the Indonesian people 

in the month of April 1942. The first to be trained were policemen,
so that they should acquire a Japanese spirit, understanding and 
customs. Then they were to pass on this instruction to the people, 
according to the instructions of the Japanese, in a patient, polite
and informal manner. In practice the people were instructed by
force and with beatings, because this instruction was not easily 
accepted.,bY the Iµdonesians. Respect in the Japanese fashion of 
''keirei" (1). had·.to be shown to them. This regulation was maintained
rigidly and with cruelty until it aroused unrest among the peopleao
Unto the furthermost villages every day were heard the cries 11 keirei!.
naore! (2) sayonara! (3)" 

Sidobutyo arrives In May, 1942, there came a Japanese civil government 
in Purwokerto for the residency of Banjumas, which was headed by

a "Sidobutyo" called Lt. Colonel Horie. He was accompanied by an
interpreter called Tamura. 

. .  
I \ 

They stayed in the Residency and opened an office in the 
building of the ''Escompto'' Company in front of the sugar factoryao
This civil government was still under the orders of the Japanese
army in West Java with headquarters at Bandung. 

The task to which they gave the most importance was the regis= 
tration of foreigners. European men had to pay a registration fee 
of F.100, whilst a European woman had to pay F.80. A male non
European foreigner had tQ pay F.100 and women of this category had 
to pay F. 50o 

Beforehand it had been decided that together with Netherlands 
/ Indies money there was also to circulate as official currency paper

money, Japanese military money. In the long run Netherlands Indies 
money went out of circulation. For all of us inhabitants it was 

( 1) Keirei: Incline the head; ( 2) naore: withdraw; (3) sayonara: 
goodbye. 



clear that the Java Bank paper money, silver coin and other Nether
lands Indies money, after entering the post office, bank, railway, 
pawnshop and so on were appropriated by the Japanese, taken by the 
Japanese army to Japan, and exchanged for Japanese paper money o 

Local Govern- With the law of the Commander in Chief of the Japanese 
ment is revived Army of the 8th August 1942 CJ No o 27, the areas of 

residency, municipality, regency, district, under-district, and
village throughout Java and Madura were revived, but their names 
were changed to "Syu, Si, Ken 

'J Gun 'I Son and Ku o" The names of 
towns derived from Dutch words were also abolished and changed for
the original names o Thus Batavia became Jakarta,, and Meester-Cornelis 
and Buitenzorg since then have been called DJatinegara and Bogor o 

Government regulations for the districts, regencies, munici
palities and villages could remain in force as under the Dutch o
The popular representative bodies were abolished o 

The Syu government regulations were confirmed by law Noo 280
Thereafter a regent CJ now called Kentyo CJ governed his •.autonomous
province of a regency without a regency council o Control was exer
cised by the syutyo office under the government of a "syutyokan o" 
The syutyokan was directly below the orders of "Gunseikan" of 
,akarta,, that is the deputy of the Commander in Chief, the '<

"Saikosikikan." 

As a result of the above-mentioned regulations the residency
of Banjumas was no longer controlled from Bandung but directly from 
Jakart·a o . 

Syutyo Office The Syutyo office became larger than the residency 
replaces the at the time of the Dutch and was divided into four
Resident's Office departments:

l o Tyokanbu Department, the department of the Syu official, who was
in charge of secret matters and the running of the administration 
in general o 

2o Naiseibu Department, which can be considered concerned with
home affairso 

3o Keizaibu Department, which was concerned with economics, trade 
and agriculture o 

4o Keisatubu Department, which had charge of the police o 

The officials were composed of Japanese and Indonesians o
Officials inherited from the Dutch were also used. Those for example 
who previously held the position of heads of agriculture remained so, 
but above them was placed a Japanese chief, who also had a full
complement of Japanese officials. In truth it was these Japanese 
officials who held the leadership and the power. 

Such a state of affairs of its nature could not give satisfaction 
to the Indonesian officials, indeed the revers· The atmosphere in e.
the office became unpleasant, even more because the Japanese officials
in ger.eral did not understand anything at all about the conditions 
in our country. In addition their attitude was proud and arrogant,
even though their knowledge �as insufficient and their point of view 
narrow .. 



Banjumas At the end of the month of August 1942 Sidobutyo was re-
. Syutyokan placed by Syutyokan Ryuji.Iwashige. He was a native of 

Tokyo, aged about 50. In Japan he had worked in a department similar 
to Kentyoo He had been educated at the University of Tokyo and could 
speak English and German. His attitude was informal and courteous, 
his point of view was broad, quite different from his friends o He 
was happy to learn the customs of Indonesia and was very interested 
in conditions on Java. His attitude was fair, he held strong 
humanitarian opinions. 

Thanks to these good characteristics the government of the 
Residency of Banjumas was able to work well o The Japanese were not 
allowed to act as they pleased o Compared with other districts the 
government of the area of Banjumas was not carried out with cruelty 
as in other places. "Kenpei," the Japanese military police, under 
the leadership of Lieutenant Kato, fulfilled their duties carefully o 
Investigations were not tyrannical as in other districts o So it was 
no surprise for me if a guest from another district were to say that 
the inhabitants of Banjumas lived as though under the protection of God o 

. 
Japanese The activities of the Japanese Government were especially

.' 

Activity directed to their desire to build a Greater East Asia to 
achieve common prosperity. They affirmed repeatedly that the 
·Western peoples had come to Asia to seek for profit and then to 
coloniseo For three and a half centuries Indonesia had been colonised 
by Holland. Among Asian nations there was only Japan which had 
never been colonised or defeated by another nation. Therefore 
Japan would help the other Asian nations. 

The "Three A11 movement, whose object was to propagate the idea 
of Asia for the Asians was publicised to the smallest villages o 

Japan was the leader of Asia, Japan was the light of Asia 7 Ja�an 
was the guide of Asia. In everything Japan was superior to the 
European nations. Everything good from the West had become the 
property of the Japanese and had been made to conform with the situa
tion in Japan so as to be perfected. Japan in half a century had been 
able to modernize as a result of the efforts of the Japanese themselveso 
Previously feudal it was now an incomparable modern country o 

The Indonesians due to their colonisation for three and a half 
centurie$ had become weak ip �11 things. Only the Japanese as 
elder brothers of the Indonesians would be able to help them o The 
Indonesians should take the Japanese as an example in the character
istics of spirit, courage and devotion to nation, country and people; 
undergo physical training, and so on. The activity in daily work 
must be increased. Those who do not work shall not eat o People 
should exercise their bodies in order to become strong. Physical 
exercise was urged on all the people by means of radio. The 
inhabitants had to "bertaiso11 (1) together outside the house, in 
open spaces or in schools and offices. These open spaces for 
physical culture were to be made available even in the villages o 

Youth the hope Because young men were the hope of the nation they were 
of the nation to be given training of character as well as of the body 

in order to be able to support suffering and to be able to overcome 
all obstacles and difficulties. Moral and physical education 

(1) Bertaiso: undergo physical training. 
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should go hand in hand o To ensure the security of the villagers it 
was strongly urged to set up "keibodan," a movement of young men 
aged 25 years to 36 years o Young men from the age of 18 to 25
should enter the "seinendan" movement, which was to be trained in a
military fashion. Keibodan and Seinendan were to work together o
Everyday they were to be drilled like the Japanese Army with orders 
in Japanese o A belief in the ideas an� aims of the Japanese had 
arisen among the people and the middle classeso So this training 
was followed willingly o Japanese orders and words penetrated into 
Indonesian society so that the customs of the Indonesians began to 
changeo

Training of Male and female teachers were sent to Jakarta to follow
teachers a short course in Japanese 9 Japanese drill, sport, 

character training, singing, Japanese customs, etco On return from 
the course they arranged courses and exercises for their friends
under the leadership of the Japaneseo 

Indonesian people As a result of the training just mentioned, in a
astonishing pupils short while 9 only about six months, the Indonesian 

people changed its character and attitude o Japanese customs 
penetrated to the villagers o The self-respect which in Dutch 
colonial time was not visible among our people now grew little by
little o 

The World War Meanwhile the Second World War continued to be bitterly 
continues fought in Europe 9 N0rth Africa, and Asia. After America, 

Britain and Australia rearmed they attacked Japan in return 9 by air 
and sea as well as on land. In East Asia the war continued in 
Burma, in the Pacific, in Papua 9 on Guadalcanal, the Coral Sea and 
in other places o 

Japan needs Like every country at war Japan badly needed foodstuffs,
materials such as agricultural produce, livestock, rice; and as

well as those steel, aluminum, copper, teak, leather, etc o Men
were also needed for the army and as laborerso They were mobilised
on a large scale o 

Agricultural pro- The first step to meet all these needs was to order
duce is multiplied that crops be increased. All land had to be sown,

irrigation and drainage were to be improvedo The use of manure was
strongly urged o The method of making compost manure from rice straw 
was followed as in Japan o 

So also the method of sowing rice (paddy) had to be carried 
out by drilling holes, regularly and at fixed distanceso All this 
following the method in Japan o Everything that had worked well 1n
Japan had to be applied here also o The Japanese did not remember
the difference of climate, soil condition, and way of life of the
people of Indonesia. 

Unrest among As might have been expected these measures gave rise to
the people unrest among the farmers and villagers generallyo This

feeling of dissatisfaction in course of time turned to a feeling of
hate, especially after a large part of the rice harvest was
taken to the rice mills and afterwards used to feed the Japanese·
Army and officials o The size of the portion for the Japanese could
be gauged from their way of life o Their life as time went on 
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became more luxurious, whilst Indonesians from high to low faced 
difficulties and shortage of food. The disease of "hungeroedema11 

broke out again. 

At the peak of the shortage in the regency of Banjumas there 
were 32, 000 people suffering from "hungeroedema" out of a total 
recorded population of 740, 000; a figure which exceeds the epidemic 
in the years 1933-1936. 

' 

New Irrigation To improve this situation the Military Government 
Schemes planned new irrigation schemes. For example old 

schemes originating from the Netherlands Indies which had not been 
put into effect because of a number of technical difficulties, were 
brought forward again. Three tons of Japanese paper money was 
appropriated for financing the digging of an irrigation canal from 
the village of Pekalongan to Sokawer and Wah-ar. 

Irrigation in In the Dutch period there had already been prepared a 
Djatilawang plan to make a large canal for the needs of Djatilawang 
District district. The water needed here was to be brought from 

Kali Tadjum in the village of Tipar south in Adjibarang districto 
According to the Dutch engineers this plan could not be effectedo 
In the Japanese period this plan was brought forward again and put 
into effect. 

I muself had no objections whatever, because the people were 
suffering from hunger and very much needed labour and the price 
ration. In my opinion, even though the Government was taking a 
great risk that this canal would not be completed, the people would 
be helped. Was not the land needed by the Government to be bought 
from the people, whilst all the work that was to take place was 
also going to be paid for? Together with this the workers were to 
be given rice for their food requirements. Looked at from the point 
of view of relief work it was certainly important to carry out the 
irrigation plan in Djatilawang district. 

The digging of this canal was quickly begun. The Government 
did not forget to hold an official ceremony at which were present 
the Japanese authorities from Jakarta, Syutyuokan and others. 
This canal was to take water to all the Djatilawang district with 
the exception of the under-district of Lumbir. 

Agricultural One of the methods of increasing agricultural production 
competitions was to hold competitions in ploughing the land, using 

manure, care of the land (weeding, etc.) and so on. The prizes were 
mostly clothing and farming tools, both of which at this time were 
badly needed by the people in general. They had already begun to 
wear sarongs and jute trousers. Their stocks of hoes, sickles, 
choppers, etc., were exhausted. 

Cotton Presumably in order to help the people who had no decent 
planting clothes the Japanese Government urged the farmers to plant 

cotton on a large scale, even though it was generally known that 
the Residency of Banjumas was not a district where cotton could be 
plantej because its climate did not fulfil the necessary conditionso 
A trial planting of cotton was clearly unsatisfactory, but the 



Japanese authorities in the Syutyo office reported to Gunseikanbu at -
Jakarta that the results of the cotton planting in the district of 
Banjuma� were very goodl 

Castor In addition to cotton the inhabitants had to plant caster 
oil plant oil plants for the needs of wareo It was said that castor 

oil could be used as lubricating oil for aircrafto The seeds of the 
castor oil plant were given free by the agricultural departmentso
It could be seen that the castor oil plant which previousfy had 
never been taken account of because it was considered among the 
11 wildtt plants was now cultivated as well as possibleeo Whether it 
was true that the castor oil was used as lubricating oil, none could 
tell for certain·o I only know that in the trading world since then 
there is to be found a type of lubricating oil of bad qualityo It 
is said that this was made from castor oilo 

Hokokai Together with the planting of castor oil plants� and· so on
9

Association the Japanese Government also urged that Hokokai associations 
be set up everywhere, that is associations of the Loyalty of the 
People, whose aim was to convince the people that loyalty to country
and people means being willing to sacrifice everything for the needs 
of the nationo 

To show that they were truly loyal to country and nation the 
people were urged, both gently and forcibly to contribute to the 
country their collections of gold objects� diamonds, brilliants,
silver, steel, copper and other articles of valueeo All must save 
as much as possible in the Post Office Savings Bank, take turns at 
voluntary work for the needs of the state and the defence of the 
fatherland, and in ensuring security and anti-aircraft defenceo All 
this increased the burden borne by the people more than a little and 
not infrequently a man asked himself "What does the lifetime of 
maize really mean?" (1) Certainly at that time it was already felt 
that the sufferings of the people were extraordinaryo 

Belief in Through its slogans of friendship and its encouragement to 
Japanese the people of all classes to learn Japanese, Japan had 
propaganda succeeded in.obtaining the complete confidence of a portion

of the Indonesian peopleeo During the Dutch colonial period, not 
everyone could learn Dutcheo It was only the upper class which was 
permitted to learn Dutch and of the lower class one may say only
those who were allowed to enter the Dutch=Native Schoolso This type
of distinction was not to be found in the treatment of the Indonesians 
by the Japanese o If in the Dutch period the people felt prevented
from making progress, under the Japanese government, they were given
the widest possible opportunities to increase their knowledge.
School teachers who had followed courses in Japanese had to take 
part in competitions in the language, in writing and reading, singing,
speaking, etceo Various prizes were presented to the winners. The 
winners in the Under-Districts were sent to competitions in the 
Districts, and those who passed these examinations were sent in 
turn to the Regencies, Residencies, and finally to the last 
competition in Jakartaeo In this way the Indonesian people were 
able easily to accept Japanese habits and customs, Japanese influence, 

(1) A reference to the mythical prophecy· of Djojobojo, a Javanese 
King of the 14th century, according to which a yellow race would. 
stay in Java 

) 

as long as the lifetime of maizeo 



Japanese understanding so that among Japanese leaders there were 
those who said outright.that the Indonesian people who were so 
nexcellent" were to be made Japaneseeo 

Confidence in Japan was not limited to the poor onlyo Some 
intellectuals, also, had their hearts stolen. In Purwokerto, for 
instance, there was a headmaster's wife who spbke· to he· r · children in 
Japanese every day, swallowing whole Japanese customs and habitseo 
There was also an Indonesian legal expert (Master in Laws) holding
the office <lf President of the Courteo He was already prrificient
in Japanese and according to his own statements he_ was already so 
far advanced that he was able to·eread Japanese legal works, etco 
It was �ot surprising that the Japanese were delighted and placed
great hopes on being able to change the Indonesians to "Nipponjinoe" 

Seinendan, The education of Indonesian youth was placed on a military
Keibodan basis. The Seinendan and Keibodan movements, as well as 

the pupils from the village and secondary schools,were given
instruction in physical culture, military discipline, "kendo" and 
0 judo" (Japanese fencing and wrestling)eo The above-mentioned 
instruction took up much time so that the teaching of general know
ledge was restrictedeo 

The Indonesian We said above that the Indonesian people were an 
Character Changes "excellent'' people o The Japanese were happy to 

possess pupils who were clever, industrious, and cultured, but they
also understood that for the Indonesians to progress as quickly as 
possible Javanese customs such as the "homage,e" "squatting,"' had to 
be abolished. With the training which I have described above the 
character of the Indonesians began to changeo The lower class 
began to ac·quire self-respect o Added to the shortage of textiles 9 

it became usual tD wear practical clothes, that is the men used 
shoes and shorts for daily wear, whilst the women, especially the 
young women, wore frockseo Eventually this simple type of Western 
clothing became popular even in the villages, only the more con= 

servative people remaining attached to the original Javanese costumeo 

As a Regent I certainly held the opinion that some.of the 
Javanese customs of their nature could hinder the development of 
our peopleeo Furthermore, they made those of little education feel 
inferior to those in high positions. I myself could therefore 
approve the changes in the spirit of our peopleo It was to be 
hoped that a belief in oneself would become the property of the 
whole of the Indonesian peopleeo This was the only condition to 
stand alone. As long as the Indonesian people was kept down by
the disease of ".inferiority complex,e" so long would it be difficult 
for us to free ourselves from the prison of foreign colonisationo 

Even though I realized that among Indonesians it was ce�tain 
that there would be some who would lose their heads because of 
these sudden changes, I felt it was necessary to set an example so 
that the general public should favour the wearing of practical
clotheseo I never wore shorts, but I ceased wearing the "belangkon11 

(Javanese head-cover, formed by folding a batik kerchief)o In the 
Dutch period-though I wore trousers I still used a head-kerchiefo 
I myself also felt that the flsembah,e" and so on, in these times was 
out of placeeo Some officials usually performed this salutation to 
meeo I did not allow them to do so any moreeo 
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Visit of H.eE. During the Japanese period Purwokerto was visited 
The Sultan and by exalted guestse1 viz: H o E o 'the Sultan (of Jogjakarta) 
H.Eo The Susuhunan and H.E. '.the Susuhunan (of Solo)eo The first to visit 

our dit· f

trict was H o E o Sulcan Hamengkubuwono IX together with Kangdjeng 
Gusti Paku Alam VIII. Both these important guests arrived at the 
Regency in very modest style, quite different from the custom during
the Dutch periodeo They came without being accompanied by men who 
bore decorationso Their behavior was throughout simpleeo 

For our part also the reception of these important guests was 
arranged in accordance with the times so that in our opinion the 
simplicity which appeared to be desired by H .. E•e the Sultan was. not 
disturbed 

The place visited by H o E o the Sultan and Kandjeng\Gusti was the 
village of Tamansarieo There the important guests saw the ruin� of 
the court of Pasirluhurj famed in the story of Princess Bungsu and 
Kamandaka, Prince of Padjadjaran o 

Not long after Heo E a :__ .he Susuhunan Pakubuwono XI, together with 
His Consort, also visited the town of Purwokerto and stayed at the 
S o D o So Railway Hoteleo To honour them in the Syutyokan kantei 
(residentev s house) an evening meal was arrangedeo I and my wife were 
then able to meet Ho E. Susuhunan Pakubuwono and his consort. a 

The Japanese Army The need of the Japanese Army for help from the 
continues to need Indonesians grew as time passedeo A large part of 
the help of the · the rice harvest had to be sold to the Japanese 
Indonesian people Army at a lower price than the usual, it was said 

as loyalty to the countryeo The Indonesians were urged to eat maize 
and cassava as replacements for riceeo So that this forced sale of 
rice could take place easily Japanese officials went out of the 
villages to exercise controlseo 

To meet the needs of the war overseas the Purwokerto-Maos rail
way was broken up and removed, it was said, to Burmao With exhorta
tions of loyalty to the fatherland our educated youth were sent to 
Shonanto (Singapore), to Burma and elsewhereeo With splendid promises 
unskilled labourers (romusha) were taken outside the countryeo Be
cause of these needs of Japan as time went on the villages were 
short of labour to look after and improve the roads and irrigation
canals, and to cultivate the soil, etco 

Home Guard After Japan had succeeded in stimulating the spirit of our 
youth by means of the Seinendan and Keibodan movements, it built up
voluntary troops for the defence of the fatherlandeo 

• 

Paragraph 1 of Osamu Seirei No a 44 reads: 
"Remembering the burning spirit and also fulfilling the earnest 
desire of the 50 million inhabitants of Java who wish to defend 
their fatherland themselves, ·the Japanese Army constitutes a Father
land Defence Army 9 that is v:oluntary troops to defend the land of 
Java with native inhabitantse9 erected on the basis of the ideas of 
defending Greater East Asia togethereo " 

Paragraph XIV read: 



" The Fatherland Defence Army voluntary troops must recognize the 
ideas and importance of the work of defending the fatherland, and
be willing to take part in defending their fatherland in each Syu 
(Residency) against the Allies under the leadership of the Japanese 
Army o 11 

Japan was a country which dared to take riskso Holland for
centuries had held the opinion that the Javanese could not become 
satisfactory soldiers .  Japan, in a little while only, felt and 
was able to see the desire of the people to defend their fatherland 
against the Allied powersao Japan was willing to invite the Javanese 
people to oppose the Allied attack together with hero Even though 
at that time the hatred of the Indonesians, who learnt industriously 
and trained themselves in the Japanese fashion, had already arisen
and was clearly seen, because the behaviour of the Japanese was in
general extremely coarse, nevertaheless Japan continued to be con= 

cerned to build up an army made up of Indonesianso 

Propaganda to receive officer candidates for the FDA was 
conducted actively, especially among the teachers and police, be
cause there the Japanese spirit had entered most deeplya9 even though
there also was felt a feeling of hatred towards Japanao At that 
time in order to tempt the Indonesian people, who in general like 
high positions, Japan declared that the rank of Major in the FDA 
was the same as that of a Regent (Kentyo)ao Japan truly understood 
that in the eyes of the people of Indonesia there is no rank other
than that of regent which is recognised as the peak of respect and 
greatnessao To live in a Regency , facing the alun-alun ( 1) with a
pair of " walled banyans" was an honour which bore no comparison o 
So 9 seen from the point of view of psychology, Japan was not wrong 
in using propaganda which gave Indonesians a hope of obtaining a
rank equivalent to that of a Regent by following the road of the FDA o 
The results of Japanese propaganda were satisfactoryo FDA officer
candidates mostly originated from the teachers o  Local Government 
officials, the Police and other offices did not feel drawn by the 
Japanese inducementso 

After six months g training at Bogor these officer candidates 
were returned to their respective places , with the ranks of Shodantyo
( 2nd Lieutenant ) to Daidantyo (Major ) ,  head of batallion and regiment o 
After that the business of receiving FDA soldiers went forward on 
a large scaleao Thousands of young men enlisted in the FDAao Alsoa

9 

many others joined the Japanese Army to be sent to Burma 9 Malaya 9
Papua and other areas as auxiliaries for the Japanese troops o 
Indonesian men who joined the Japanese Army were given the name of 
'
9 Heihoao " Because male labour was used to defend the fatherland 
the villages eventually were short of men so that, as obtained in 
Japan 9 the women had to replace the meno 

Fuj in=Kai How did Japan mobilise the women? As we have shown above 
Indonesian women before Japan landed in our country already 
possessed various associationsao They were already used to working 
in the social field and so onao So it was not difficult for Japan
to urge Indonesian women to unite themselves in one associationa

9

that �- s ''Fuj in-Kai , "  with headquarters at Jakartaa9 under the leader-

( 1 }  open � grassy square o 



--
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ship of Mrseo Sunar jo Mangunpuspitoo So that the branches of Fujin
Kai could flour ish from the towns to the smallest villages Japan
used tJ1e influence of the wives of the Kentyo, Guntyo, Sontyo and 
Kutyoeo As a result of this Japanese clevereness Fujin-Kai could be 
set up threoughout the i sland of Javaeo 

The Banjumas Fujin-Kaie9 accor di ng to the Japanese, was the 
last to be set up, even though there were sufficient able and 
i nfluential people i n  the distr icteo In fact the only reason why
the women of Banjumas showed no enthusiasm was their conviction 
that the Japanese spirit, Japanese customs would not raise the 
level of Indonesian women, as the examples sufficiently showedeo 

From the first, the Banjumas Fujin-Kai only wished to carry out 
work  which they considered in accordance with Javanese customseo It 
was not sur prising that the Japanese authoreities were of the opinion
that their attempts to "educate" the women of Banjumas had met with 
failure o 

Collection The collection of goods which were helped not a little by
of goods the Fujin-Kai were continued at speed o The requests of 

the Japanese Army weree not longer for gold, diamonds, br illieants, 
unhusked and husked r ice� Old iron9 cattle, buffalo, and goat skins,
wool, even tubers fr om the forest were neededo Netherlands Indies 
metallic money and Java Bank paper money weree abolished from 

• cireculationeo All was carreied to Japaneo Java became poorer, short 
of food and clothing, suffered moreo  At this time the Japanese 
Army was active i n  making defens,ive positions in the mountains and 
on the sea-shoreeo Teak and bamboo were taken in such quantities 
that the people found difficulty in finding any o This defensive 
activity was carried on with great speedeo 

New roads The Army made a r oad from Kareangputjung ('r j ilatjap) to 
made the village of Darmakradenan and Karangbawang, from Mersi 

on the east of Purewokerto direct to Pliken and Djompoo The railway 
bridge above the River Seraju between the villages of Patikradja 
and Mandirantjan became a r oad br idge o 

The Japanese Whilst Indonesians from the highest to the lowest 
live in luxury suffered because of a universal shortage, the 

Japanese who always urged economy for the benefit of the country 
and the nation lived in luxury that streuck the eyeo The houses in 
which they resided were modernised, in accordance with their needs 
and their customseo They were furnished with c ostly beautiful 
things, moderen and pr actical 9 increeasing the comfort of lifeeo 
Food and drink were more  than sufficienteo Seeing this situation 
not a few Indonesians thought that the Japanese would stay in our 
country forevereo Seemingly they had forgotten the prophecies of 
Djojobojoeo 

The leaders of th� The Japanese method to remove D�tch influence 
Nationalist Movements was to raise the leaders of the nationalist 
are made leaders of movements such as Ir o Sukarno, Dr o Mohammad 
the peo�le Hatta, etceo , who had been freed by the 

Japanese, to advisers or leader s of the Hokokaie9 the associeation 
for the loyalty of the Peopleeo These last-mentieoned leaderes once 
came to Purewokereto wheree they made speeches to meetings on the 



alun-alun and in the "United Asia11 club o They urged cooperation 
with Japan on the basis of geopolitics, and belief in the power of 
Japan which had never Ywet been beaten by any other country in the 
worldeo Japan would not lose, the Japanese flag would always fly 
in gloryt 

Tyue Sangi In and As a sta·ge i n  progress there was set up i n  Jakarta 
Tyue Sangi Kai a body called 11 Tyue Sangi In o " According to 

paragraph 1 of the Osamu Seirei dated 5 0 9 0 2602 No o 36 its intention 
was to answer questions put by the Saiko Sikikan (Commander in Chief) 
concerning government administration and put forward proposals to 
Saiko Sikikaneo Ir o Sukarno became its chairmano In the residency 
areas there were also set up bodies like the Tyue Sangi In called 
Syu Sangi Kaieo Its task was to answer questions concerni ng local 
government etc e , put by the Syutyokano In practiece these questions
had t he intention of finding the best way to collect rice-paddy, 
save money in the post office, arouse the working spirit, urge men 
so that they were willing to become romusha, increase agricultural 
producee9 farmyard aniemals, and so fortheo Concerning the collection 
of materials Syutyokan only asked for information on the method 
people followed to carry out this collectiono How much had to be 
c ollected depended on the decision of the Japanese army o The 
supreme power lay in the hands of the Army, which increased its 
requirements from day to day o Eventually the people, who complaiened 
every day, could take no moreeo They showed their hatred for the 
Japanese most clearlyo 

Training is Intensiefied: The Japanese Government was not distressed 
Regents have to Trainee by this unhealthy situation o Instead of 

lightening the burden on the people the Japanese Government felt 
it  more necessary to institute training for all state officialso 
Poliecemen, teachers, sentyos, guntyos, indeed Kutyos, village 
officials down to the kajims (1) had to take part o In the months 
of March and April 1945 came the turn of the Regents of Javao The 
place of training was the Brotherse8 School in East Gambir (Jakarta)eo 

It  lasted two weekseo The Regents in the course were divided into 
two groupseo The Regent of Bandjearnegara and I were placed in the 

, first group whilst the Regents of Purboli nggo and Tjilatjap entered 
t he secondeo 

What was the intention of this training? None other than to 
inculcate the Japanese outlook, customs, language, morals, history9 

government etceo � into the thinking of the Regents of the whole of 
Java " wti o in the opi nion of the Japanese Government were too 
influenced by a Western outlookeo In this way Japan intended to 
plant a deep faith in every attempt of Gunseikanbu to improve 
I ndonesian societyeo At the same time physical culture and drill 
& la Nippon were not forgotteneo Early morning at 6 aoemo (Japan 
time) the " s tudents'' gathered in the front courtyardeo Then the 
ceremony of hoisting the Japanese flag took place, and after that 
the " students" declared their loyalty to their fatherland and the 
realization of Greater East Asiaeo In the evening, also at 6e9 an-
other ceremony took place to strike the flag and before sleeping 
t he " students" had to have a roll-callo Instead of planting faith 
in the intentions and aim of Japan this traini ng of government
officials showed ·the aberratio� of outlook of the Japanese authoritieso 
T he result was that the confiedence in them which was already thine3 
was altoegether losto 

( 1 )  village religious offiecials. 



Tonari Kumi The next Japanese effort was to set up uTonari Kumi11 

(Neighbors' Assoc iation) with the intention of speeding up the 
proceess of governmenteo 

Every village was divided into a number of Tonari Kumi, made 
up of families (20 or 40) ,  headed by a " kumityo o n This head of the 
neighbours assoc iation was chosen by his own neighbors and was 
under the orders of the Kutyo ( village head)eo He had to carry out 
everything ordered by the government o 

This new regula tion indeed did lighten the work of the village 
offic ials, but as the number of government acetivities incereased 
the responsibility of the Kumityo became heavier, the more so as 
he had no income suc h as that received by the village offic ials 
such as fields and other land et· c o 9 eventually these kumi tyos did 
not feel Content o 

Election to Village The Japanese Military Government made a change 
Head to be held once  in the regulations for the elecetion ·of village 
every four yeaers head (kutyo)eo A kutyo was only alleowed to hold 

his post for four yearso Then the villagers had to hold election 
for a new village head o The newly retired kutyo could stand againeo 

This la w gave rise to disceontent among all the village heads 
and local government offic ials, because they considered it 
impossible to hold so many elections to village head at  one timeeo 
In addition this new law would give rise to a number of diffic ulties 
in the viJ_lage Of this matter the authorities who conceived thiso 

law knew nothing at alleo 

Hatred of The feeling of the people at this time was already very
the people far from what Japan desiredeo The Japanese were not 

looked on a s  " elder brothers,e11 but a s  colonizers, tooo As clear 
evidence of how bad was their treatment of the Indonesian people 
wa s the 0 romushas" who returned from Banteneo This evidence waes 
directly opposed to all Japanese promises, evidence whic h finally 
opened the eyes of those who deified Japan and saew the Japanese 
Army as, the protectors of the Indonesian people o 

The fate of the romushas cannot be described in one or two 
wordso The sufferings they experienc ed in their place of work, 
that is gold and other mines, showed us that the Japanese were a 
people of c ruel natureeo They were put to work in hot places and 
where malaeria waes prevalent o They were not cared for dec ently, 
their wages were insufficient, they were often beaten, their food_. was inadequate, they were given no clothes, and their work was 
extremely heavy, so that not a few among them tried to run away,
but alas for them oeo oeo o o o o eo the human body whic h has too long 
suffered ra in and cold, hunger and ill treatment has reached t he 
limits of its strengtheo I f  not in the hut then in the forest 
undergrowth it gives up its last breath, uncared for, perhaps 
also unseen by man �  A human being,  " young brother" acc ording to 
Japan, an Indonesian who served his country and his peopleeo o o o o o o  

dead l ike an animal in the middle of the jungle, at  the edge of 
the r oad, his body covered with scabs, wounds and bruiseseo 

Romusha, you believed in the Japanese because of their 
wonderful propaganda t You willingly left your village home to 



show your loyalty to your mother country , you had high ideals and 
what was your reward? Dead , neglectedao o o o and if you return to life 
among your family your health is already affected , your body is 
ruined foreverao Yes , the Japanese flag flies forever in its cruelty ! 

The Indqnesian people , who were still ignorant and could be 
fooled by Japan with its slogans of "together , "  eat and drink together ; 
informal receptions , etc.

1 
eventually also understood that this 

common prosperity meant "The Indonesian people who work themselves 
to death , wearing sacking or matting , eati'ng s,reet:apo.ta1roers� '. ora·acassavaao o o
The Japanese who live in luxury and happily , satisfying their 
appetites as they willed o " 

The people felt hatred not only _for the Japanese but also for 
the Chineseao The Chinese in their daily trading always sought the 
maximum profit , whilst the people sufferedao Moreover among the 
Chinese there were a number who became henchmen of the Japaneseao 

Heiho and FDA Discontent arose also among the Heiho and the soldiers 
soldiers grumble of the FDAao The Japanese military treated the Heiho 

badly and coarselyao Their training was heavy , no different from
that of Japanese soldiers , but they were given food which was very 
different from that which was prepared for the Heiteisanso This 
was similar to the experience of Javanese soldiers at the time of 
the Netherlands Indies; they were never given potatoes to eat o · 

The officers of the FDA felt despised because they were obliged
to give prior honour to the Japanese sergeants who were attached
to them as instructorsao On the other hand the Japanese instructors 
were jealous of the FDA officers who were permitted to wear Japanese
swords (katanas )ao According to Japanese regulations only Japanese 
officers could wear katanasao The atmosphere deteriorated with 
timeao Quarrels often broke out between heiteisan and heihoao Once
a revolt broke out in Krojaao Even though this flame of hatred
could be extinguished , nevertheless our young men continued to feel
bitter towards the Japaneseao 

Indonesians take The Japanese Army suddenly changed its policy o 
part in the Government With gentle words Indonesians were given an 

opportunity to take part in the Central Government of the 
Gunseikanbu at ; �· :akarta o, Our leaders were placed in authority 
in a number of departments alongside Japanese heads , indeed in the 
residencies of rJ_ak�ta.,� Kedu and Bodjonegoro an Indonesian was 
appointed Syutyokanao In other residencies the Fuku-Tyokan was an
Indonesiana1 that is the deputy Syutyokan o The Fuku-Tyokan of 
Purwokerto was a lawyer from Surabaj a,  Mrao R o P o  Iskaq Tjokroadisur j o o  

The Allies make At this time the results of the return attacks made 
return attacks - .. by i11ies , especially America , in the Pacific Ocean, 

became apparentao Because of the violent and overwhelming American
blows the Japanese Navy was forced to retreat after suffering a
great defeatao The Japanese bases on the West of the Archipelago 
of Papua were destroyed by the Allies o The island of Iwo Jimaa

9

the strongest Japanese fortification in the Pacific Ocean , became 
a sea of fireae Nor were the American losses negligible o In Burma 

http:po.ta1roers�'.or


Japan was a lso har d  pressed o Apparently the God of Victories had 
abandoned Japaneo The conceit of the Japanese diminieshed little by
little◊..- Their nervousness increased and to lose it the Japanese 
drank as much strong liquor as they could o "The children of God'' 
had fallen from their leveleo 

Rumours of a revolt of the Indonesians against 
, 

the Japanese 
Government increasedeo In Tasikmalaja a revolt of Moslems under 
the leadereship of a nu�ber of Kijai  took placeeo As was generally 
known the Moslems felt discontented because they wer e  obliged to 
bow towards Tokyo 9 which was seen as praying before Tenno Heikao 
At Indramaju the women also r evolted because of the Japanese 
measures in connection with the carr iage of paddy and the adminis • 

tration of romushaeo At Blitar the FDA jointly attacked the Japanese 
Army o All these revolts were put down by Japan with force of ar ms j

which of itself did not increase the popular ity of Japan in the 
eyes of the Indonesians o 

Indonesia soon Suddenly at  the end of the month of November in the 
to be free year 1944 a Japanese official9 named S o Tamurae9 who 

usually acted a s  the interpr eter of the Syutyo office9 offiecially 
r equested to speak to me and my wife o He was9 he sai d

9 
to transmit 

an announcement from the Japanese Ar my o I and my wife awaited his 
coming in the middle room of our houseeo In a little while Tamura= 
San came wear ing his official costumee9 complete with his Samurai 
swordeo He walked with a military step9 stood upright in fr ont of 
both of us and after saluting he said in a voice full of emotion 9

that he had been ordered by H o E o the Syutyokan to inform both of 
us of the glad news: "Japan has given freedom to the Indonesian 
people and country o " We were both am.a zed and could not speak a 
wordeo Indonesia freeiei In our thoughts the State of Indonesia 
free and sovereign glimmered througho Freei Our tears could be 
r estrained no longer ; we both wept with amazement and j oy o We both 
said thank you to Tamura-San and shook hands with him o He a lso 
appeared much moved and ,quickly excused himself o 

While we were discussing with a number of our fr iends Tamura
Sane« s coming as a messenger of Sy�tyokane9 br inging extraordinary 
and j oyful news for the Indonesian people 9 

we heard the voice of 
the news reader of Radio Jakarta o We wer e  astounded and dis= 
appointed: Radio Jakarta announced that Indonesia " would be freed 
in a few days i timeeo '' This statement was twice repeated o Theree 
could be no mistakeeo The news which had been given to us by
Tamura-San was not tr ue o Alas a thousand times a lasi  

Newspapers jubilantly announced the news " Indonesia will be 
freed in a few days 8 time" together with lengthy commentar ieseo We 
did not feel satisfiedeo It was unlikely that  Syutyokan had made a 
mistake, unlikely that Tamura=San would be so moved if the news from 
the Japanese Army only promised freedom in a few days v time� For 
us it  was a lr eady clear that something odd had happened o 

I asked myself: "Is the first announcement which was communicated 
to both of us the result of an over=hasty a ction and was it later 
withd�awn by the Japanese Ar my? What i s  the meaning of the announce
ment which fin·ally ended as did the u November=promise n of the Dutch 
Government in 1918?" 



The Red and White The Japanese Army permitted the Indonesian people
Flag and ''aGreater to fly the Red and Vfuite Flag alongside the 
Indonesia" Japanese flag and to sing the national anthem 

''Greater Indonesia." Among the Japanese it was clear there were
still some of a reactionary natureao Apparently they were not yet 
willing to see the Indonesian people as one which was to be freed
in a few daysa' timeao An imperialist spirit which must be burnt 
out by the roots t 

The natural seed of nationalist feeling which had long been 
buried in fertile soil , with the flying of the Red and White Flag , 
lived in every son of Indonesia from the towns to the furthermost 
villagesao The Red and White Flag was seen at every meeting and our
national anthem 11 Greater Indonesia" resounded o The Indonesian 
people once again believed in the prophecies of Djojobojoo 

The Atom Bomb The American attacks at this time continued uninter
ruptedly o The island of Papua was occupied by the Allies ; Ambon 
and Macassar were .often bombed from the airao Japan itself had
often been visited by American bombers , indeed a bomb once fell 
near the place of Tenno Heikaao The American victory was accelerated 
by a new weapon , the atomic bombao At one blow America was able 
to destroy the towns of Hiroshima and Nagasaki o The destruction 
caused by this atomic bomb astonished and terrified the whole world o 

Not long after , at the beginning of the month of August 1945, 
it was announced that our leaders , Ir o Sukarno and Oro Mohammad 
Hatta had left for Bangkok by air to meet the Japanese Supreme 
Commander , General Terauchi , with the intention of receiving the
freedom of the state of Indonesiaao On the 1 5th of August 1945  
the two Indonesian leaders returned to their country with empty 
handsao The great Asian war had endedao 

Japan Even though in Jakarta the news was already abroad that 
surrenders Japan had surrendered unconditionally, the Japanese 

people were not informed of the true positionao They wer e await ing 
news and instructions from the Head Government at ��k�rt�o These
failed to come . 
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	The lives of Indonesians have been so crowded by the extraordinary succession of events of the past twelve years that few of them have found time to write an account of their experiences during o Thus, those interested ino A. A.S. MaoGandasubrata, Resident of Banjumas, for having written his memoirsof events in this important area of Java during the period 193319500 
	this critical and historic perioda
	modern Indonesia are particularly grateful to Ra
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	Part II of Mr. Gandasubrata's memoirs concerns the Japanese occupation of Java, a period in Indonesia's modern history concerning which less has been written than any othero Because of this the Cornell Southeast Asia Program felt that it was desirable that this section in particular be made available in English translation oo 
	to interested persons unable to read Indonesiano Mro Leslie Ha
	Palmier prepared this translationa

	The staff of the Cornell Southeast Asia Program wishes to express its appreciation to Mrao S. M. Gandasubrata for his willingness to allow this section of his book to be translated into
	o Likewise the staff o Palmier for having o Gandasubrata's account and for his generosity in contributing his time and skill 
	English and printed at Cornell Universitya
	wishes to acknowledge its indebtedness to Mra
	alerted it to the existence and importance of Mr
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	to its translationa
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	In the middle of.the month of March 1942 the Sakaguchi troops
	The Japanese left the Banjumas area. Purwokerto now was governed by 
	Army hold the the army of occupation under the command of Colonel Sato 
	reins of divisional commander for the residencies of Banjumas and 
	governmento Pekalongan. The local military commander at Purwokerto 
	• was Major Josi whilst the head of the military police 
	was 1st Lieutenant Kato. 
	The day the army of occupation arrived all State officials of the rank of assistant district head and above, of all nationalities and departments, were assembled in the S.D.S. hotel.* We were all asked to stand up in the sequence of our respective ranks o 
	Noo 1 Resident Boots 
	Noo 2 myself
	Noo 3 Assistant Resident 
	No o Ł Deputy Regent R. Kbul Parwodj.redj;,t1. · ·.
	a

	Noo 5 District Court Judge Raden Mss Sudarto Mangkusubroto and so 
	on 
	. , 
	In front of us:all stood Colonel Sato, with Major Josi and
	Kenpeitaityo Lieutenant Kato at his sides. Also present were a number 
	of Japanese officers and a Japanese interpreter.
	First the names and ranks of the Japanese officers were proclaimedto all present, after which all of us in turn declared our names and rankso Then Major Josi announced that Japan had been forced to bear arms to pacify East Asia o The Japanese Army came to Java to help
	the Indonesian Nation free itself from the Dutch colonial prison oEventually Japan wouŁd build a Greater East Asia for common prosperity o 
	MŁjor Josi's speech was followed by Lieutenant Kato who declared that the security of the Banjumas area was considered good and he hoped that this state of affairs would continue o 
	Then we were asked one by one whether we were willing to work 
	• 
	with Japan to build Greater East Asia. Resident Boots answeredŁ 
	"I am willing." 
	I
	I do not know the reason why, but the answer given by ResidentBoots of itself made my own easier. Why should I, as an Indonesian not wish to join in helping to build Greater East Asia for our common welfare? Apart from that, instructions from the Dutch Government had requested us to continue our work in order to guarantee security and to lighten the sufferings of the people as long as the country was occupied by the enemy. 
	j

	All the officials answered "Willing." Then we were allowed to return to our respective offices and were asked to continue our work whilst awaiting instructions from the Japanese army. 
	•Serajudal Stoomtram-Seraju Valley Railway. 
	jfirst duty was to survey and study the situation outside the townao Together with Resident Boots I first made a 
	ain. as. the lo9al goverŁŁnt 
	Surveying the 

	Since we had been recognised once ag_·our 
	·

	-situation out-
	-situation out-
	-situation out-
	-situation out-
	tour of observation from the town of Purwokerto to

	side the town 

	o Apt from the sugar factory of Purwokerto 
	Sukaradjaa
	ar


	which had had a part burnt down, there were no traces visible along o Shops and stalls as well ashouses were closed. The situation was quieto 
	the road of the scorched earth policya

	o Here, also, the o Kalibagor sugar factory and the houseso 
	Our journey was continued to Banjumasa
	situation was no differenta
	of its employees were all dead quieta

	When we reached Łhe bridge over the river Serayu we were forced o Just where people used to like to stop a while to admire the beauty of nature, now there was only to be seen a broken bridge, indeed a part of the beautiful structure had fallen into the ŁiveroCommunication with the town of Banjumas had been brokeno Waterpipes and electric cables had also been cut so that the town had 
	to stopa

	o Stalls at the side of the road near the bridgeo With tears in my eyes I surveyed theo How would we be able to repair all this damage? Sad ino The Dutch who had conceitedly called themselves "Lovers and protectors of the Indonesianpeople" had surrendered our fate to Japan in the midst of immeasurableo The Indonesian people were now even poor�r than o 
	no water or lighta
	showed evidence of lootinga
	wreckagea
	deed was the fate of the Indonesian peoplea
	wreckage and ruina
	they had beena

	I realised that the town of Banjumas could not be reached from 
	the Northo So I told the driver to take the road through
	Banjumas 
	Town 

	Ptikradjao But when I reached the bridge over thea Logawa it appeared that here also the Dutch Army had done 
	isol ted 
	a

	its duty perfectly. Logawa bridge could not be crossed.· Shops andhouses of Patikradja had suffered the same fate as other places which had become victims of the passions of the peopleao 
	There was nothing for us but to return to Purwokerto, and fromthere try to continue our tour through TjilongokaAdjibarang ando The bridges over the Apa and Logawrivers had been destroyedby the Dutch, but the Japanese Army had made a temporary bridge frompalm trunks and bambooo So also with the Bridge over the Tadjum river between Adjibarang and Wangon near the villae of Pantjasano 
	j 
	Wangona
	a 
	g

	Beginning from the boundary of Wangon village we were able to o Near houses and stalls, both empty
	Beginning from the boundary of Wangon village we were able to o Near houses and stalls, both empty
	see traces of fightinga

	Near Wangon 

	were many motor vehicles on both sides· ofo The nearer Wangon the more the vehicles, among the•beautiful motor cars which apparently had been hastily abandoned
	and destroyeda
	9 
	the roada

	o Sometimes we had to slow down because the motorcars had not been moved aside and thus impededour progresso 
	at the edge of the road by their ownersa

	o Fromo The inhabitants orDjatilawang town had already begun to return, but traces or lootingo From Djtilawang we returned to Wangon and then 
	o Fromo The inhabitants orDjatilawang town had already begun to return, but traces or lootingo From Djtilawang we returned to Wangon and then 
	At Wangon crossroads the Japanese Army kept a guard
	Wangon to Djatilawang was open to traffica
	were 
	·
	still visiblea
	a

	went to Lumbir. On the western side of Wangon along the main.road for approximately 1 kilometre motorcars, trucks, jeeps and other vehicles were to be seen once more. 

	At Paningkaban village we met a troop of Dutch soldiers under the command of a major, who were awaiting the arrival of the Japanese army. These Dutch soliders were to be taken to Tjilatjap,as prisoners, whilst Australian prisoners of war were to be placed in the MULO school in Purwokertoo 
	The Japanese officers and men were harsh to the inhabitants of all races. As a result, people generally felt afraid. To strike the head and so on was their
	Attitude 
	of Japanese 

	officers and men 
	o Because they were afraid, people obeyed their orderŁ,aindeed some cowards had already tried to fraternise withJapanese officers. There were also some who became spies for the Japaneseo 
	customa

	The Chinese, who generally like to look for profit, and also motivated by a fear of looting by the people after the Dutch power had disappeared, quickly sought protection and friendship from the Japanese Army. Houses belonging to Dutch inhabitants were not secureo Every time Dutch people were visited by Japanese soldiers, their belongings were carried away. 
	at that timea

	The Chinese who were classed as rich were also obliged to give o 
	help in the form of money, household goods and fooda

	Towards women the attitude of the Japanese was far from pleasingoWomen had no value in their eyes. They were considered as creatures of lower order than men; only useful as servants or to satisfy desireo The manners and customs of the Japanese were indeed very different from those of our forefathers, as also from the customs of Westernerso 
	Indonesian women, whether brought up in the traditional way or the modern, in general could not accept their treatment at the hands
	of the Japanese. Indonesian men who wished to protect the position of their wives did not permit them to come into contact with theJapaneseo The women themselves at this time preferred to return to the traditional values, preferred to live in seclusion rather than 
	emerge from the house. 
	. . 
	j 
	At the end of March 1942 Dutchmen, whether pure or Eurasiana

	were assembled in the ex-MULO school buildingo After their 
	The 
	Dutch 

	names, occupations and ages had been registered they were interned in the Brothers• Schoolo 
	are 
	interned 

	o How did they feel? I do not know; I only remembered Resident Boots saying after the Dutch government had surrendered to Japan: "Indeed, Regent, we should have given Indonesians dominion status 15 years ago. Then all would have turned out otherwise." But there is no use in crying over spilt milk! 
	Resident Boots and Assistant Resident De Klerk also were in
	= 
	terneda

	From that moment the control of the offices of the residency 
	and the assistant resident were transferred to meo In
	the middle of·the month of April 1942 there came a Japanese
	My work 
	grows 

	senior official, Lieutenant-Colonel Horie, from Bandu.ngo All officials of all departments, of the rank of Assistant District 
	heavier 

	Head and above were assembled in the Regency verandao The Regents ofTjilatjap and Bandjarnegara together with the District Heads of the whole of the Banjumas area were also presento At this meeting Lieutenant-Colonel Horie explained that the Japanese Armywould establish civil government in West Java with its seat at Bandung. We were all asked to continue at our various posts and to sign a oo 
	Purbalinggaa
	j 
	declaration that we were loyal to the Japanese Military Governmenta
	I was myself appointed Deputy Resident in addition to my post as Regenta

	The Japanese Military Government qickly issued Law (Osamu Seirei)
	u

	Noo lo Paragraph 1 ran as follows: "Because the Army of 
	Laws 
	of the 

	Dai Nippon wishes to better the fate of the Indonesian people, who are of the same race and descent as the Japanese, and also wishes to make a steadfast peace so as to live prosperouslytogether with the Indonesian people on the basis of defending GreaterEast Asia together, the Japanese Army continues military government for the meantime in the areas which it has occupied, so that there o n Paragraph 2g "The Commander of theArmy of Dai Nippon holds the highest powers of Military Government and also all power
	Japanese Army 
	may soon be complete securitya
	j
	judgments and laws of the previous governmenta
	j 
	government ordersa

	With the issue of this law all departments began to work once more, and in my opinion quicklyo Indonesian officials 
	With the issue of this law all departments began to work once more, and in my opinion quicklyo Indonesian officials 
	With the issue of this law all departments began to work once more, and in my opinion quicklyo Indonesian officials 
	With the issue of this law all departments began to work once more, and in my opinion quicklyo Indonesian officials 
	All departments 

	showed their abilityo The wheel of government with its

	are revived 

	departments was running smoothly, even though it was notdirected by Dutchmeno Neither was there any control by the Japanese o Indonesian officials felt satisfied that they could show that they could indeed work alone, but they did not feelindeed often felt anxious because of the attitude of thewho were not free of the disease of "Tropenkollero" Astime went on it became ever clearer that the Japanese were more
	civil governmenta
	happy
	j 
	Japanesea
	9 

	o 
	"respect-crazy" than the Dutcha

	o 1 I asked myself: "How is it 
	Every time I read Osamu Seirei Noa

	that the Japanese dare take such a great risk in suddenly 
	Japanese 

	recognising the Indonesian people as of the same race anddescent, and propose a prosperous life together on the basis of a common defence of Greater East Asia, even though the Japaneseand the Indonesians do not know one another, indeed on the contrary are complete strangers to one another? Will the Army of Dai Nippon be able in a short time to win the hearts of the Indonesians? Dothey think that the Indonesians can be mobilised to defend theircountry against the attacks of Australia, Britain, and America, w
	audacity 
	an

	or course the Japanese dared to take the risk! When compared o They declare themselves the descendants of gods, gods who are to be found in our culture also, in the shadow play and the puppet theatreo I was able to understand their habits and customs from the stories for these performances which I liked, but which since a long time I had not prized any more because they were no longer in tune with the timeso 
	with other peoples they are indeed extraordinarya
	easily

	• 
	I was astonished to see that the.JaŁanese who in their daŁly life were so primitive were able to evict the Americans from the Philippines, the British from Burma and Malaya, and the Dutch from Indonesia. 
	What the Army of Occupation most needed was to improve the main roads, bridges and communications generally, to find 
	What the Army of Occupation most needed was to improve the main roads, bridges and communications generally, to find 
	First task 

	and assemble arms and ammunition and other war materialapetrol pumi:>s, food, and all the stocks of the Netherlands Indies Government as well as import and export goodso 
	9

	The 29th of April, 1942, was the Tentyoset Dayawhich for thefirst time was celebrated in Indonesiao The day was the
	The 29th of April, 1942, was the Tentyoset Dayawhich for thefirst time was celebrated in Indonesiao The day was the
	j 

	Tentyoset Day 

	anniversary of Tenno Heika, the Japanese Emperoro Inevery regency capital it was commemorated by the Japanese Armyo AllDutch flags, pictures of Queen Wilhelmina, orders of knighthood and stars of service for the Netherlands Indies Government, emblems in the letter "W'', were burnt in publico For the first time Indonesians saw that the character of the Japanese was of the same kind as that of Nazi Germany and Fascist Italyao All signs which reminded menof the Dutch Government had to be burnt out of our socie
	On Tentyoset Day a great conference took place at Bandung for 
	Conference 
	Conference 
	Regents, Majors and Police Chiefs of the whole of West Javaa
	j 

	also including Banjumas and Pekalongan Residencies whichsince then were included in the Governmental area of West Javao 
	at 
	Bandung 

	Before Japanese senior officers and civil authorities IndonesianRegents and other civil authorities received letters of appointment in the Japanese language from the hands of the Commander in Chiefhimself in the Army Commander's Palace. After that we all gathered together in the Pension Funds Building to celebrate the anniversaryof Tenno Heika with speeches and shouts of "Bansaio" At this 
	meeting we were given "sake," the Japanese alcohol, to drinko vVe9head of the Japanese Government for the whole of West Javaain
	then went to the Haminte office to hear the speech of Colonel Matsuia
	9 

	Japanese, which he gave in a fiery spirito The speech took over 
	an hour, and was translated into Indonesian by the Regent of Bandung 
	o Ao A. Wiranatakusuma. The import of Colonel Matsui's speech was
	R

	to impress upon all present the fact that as a result of its brilliantvictory in the Coral Sea, in Indonesia and throughout South and
	East Asia, JŁan was the most powerful country in the worldo Japanwould not have attacked Indonesia if conceited Holland had not declared war on her. Consequently the Japanese Army was obligedto land on the island of Java. In a space of only eight days the NethArlands Indies Army had surrendered unconditionallyo Thankthe Lord that in this way the Japanese were able to meet theIndonesians, who were of the same race and descento Indonesians
	a

	had no need ·to fear Holland, Australia, Britain and Americao Japanwould continue to progress, continue to struggle until those nations were on their knees and powerless. Japan was a country protectedby gods and through-out history had never been defeated by any country whatever. The Japanese would help the Indonesians and together they would attain common prosperity. 
	I returned to Purwokerto with the impression that the Japanese were drunk with victory. They felt themselves superior to 
	and stronger than America, Britain and Australiao Every
	Drunk 
	with 

	victory 
	time the Japanese made a speech, its contents were nothing 
	empt for the Allies and praise for the Japaneseo Thee Pacific Ocean in the Coral Sea and Mshalls, in the Indian Ocean, in Burma and so on, were broadcastsurable prideo Their conceit increased every dayaostralia was to be destroyed from three directions o 
	but cont
	victory of Japan in th
	ar
	Island
	with immea
	Au

	eneral the Japanese showed a conceited and arrogant attitudes Indonesians of the upper class and intellectualso Towardse lower classes their attitude was good and familiaro From the eginning it was clear they improved the position of the lowerses and the masses, whilst they lowered that of the upper classesosaid they wished to remove differences between these two classes o eir motto was ''All the same," that is the same level and the sameeelingo 
	In g
	toward
	th
	b
	clas
	They 
	Th
	f

	e familiar attitude to the masses was a way of stealinge hearts of those who were still ignorant only became apparent after thousands of those from the classes "whose position was to be aised" were sent as forced labour to the mines of Bajah in the strict of Banten, and so Onao 
	That th
	th
	r
	di

	e Japanese Government began by setting limits to the salaries 
	Th

	of officialso Regents, for example, who under the 
	J
	ap
	anese 
	policy 

	Netherlands Indies Government received a salary of F.115O a month, were now to receive Fao 5OOao Together with thiss often announced that under the Japanese Government everybodyas given an opportunity to gain high rank, so long as he was induss and ableo Japan did not differentiate classes in Indonesian societyao A�istocrats as well as commoners were considered as on the same levelo The teachers were prized; it was said there was no task e honourable than that of a teacherao 
	to 
	Indon
	esians 
	it wa
	w
	triou
	mor

	se new regulations of themselves gave rise to disŁatisfactioneopleo Although among those who benefited, such as s and policemen, there were many who felt pleased and grewal people were unable to agree to this measure of theapanese Government, indeed strong protests were put forward from the o 
	The
	among the p
	teacher
	proud, in gener
	J
	Judiciarya

	e wbmen eŁpecially were not disposed to swallow the Japaneseand customs which it was desired to force on themao 
	Th
	habits 

	n general it was considered that showing respect a la Nippon strongly reduced the level of the Indonesian people. 
	I

	apanese officers, and other authorities, byand especially by standing in rows at the roadside under ng rays of the sun or in the rain and the cold, was somethingad never before experienced throughout our lives. 
	Showing respect to J
	bowing low 
	the burni
	which we h

	as therefore easy to understand that ll these respect ations offended Indonesians, especially the intellectuals. Ins matter, in our opinion, the government was less than wise. Ifapan wished to improve the fate or position of the Japanese peopleaŁ not right for her to act as the protector of one party whilst ssing the otherao 
	It w
	a
	regul
	thi
	J
	it w
	oppre

	The change which may be said to have most disturbed our dailylife, above all with respect to the times of prayer, was the followoJapanese time had to be used throughout Indonesia. 
	ing of Japanese time. The difference was an hour and a halfa

	For our family life the Japanese time meant only great difficulties. Just imagine the difficulties of a mother who had to prepare breakfast for the children before 6 a.m. Javanese time, because theyo moJavanese time. Japan maintained 8 o'clock as the time of opening 
	have to begin school at 8 a.m. Japanese time, that is at 6:30 a

	of offices and schools. 
	The Christian year also was replaced by the Japanese, so thato 
	the year 1942 became the year 2602 Sjowa

	Japanese Before Japan landed I believed that the Japapese as
	like alcohol Easterners did hot l!ke stroŁg dril'lk as mŁqh as Western" o 
	peoples, but my belief was wrong. The Japanese like drinking "sakea
	9 
	whisky, beer, Dutch gin, etc. until intoxicateda

	Junsa After the occupation army went into permanent residence at
	training Purwokerto they arranged training for the Indonesian people in the month of April 1942. The first to be trained were policemen,so that they should acquire a Japanese spirit, understanding and customs. Then they were to pass on this instruction to the people, according to the instructions of the Japanese, in a patient, politeand informal manner. In practice the people were instructed by
	force and with beatings, because this instruction was not easily accepted.,bY the Iµdonesians. Respect in the Japanese fashion of ''keirei" (1). had.to be shown to them. This regulation was maintainedo11 keirei!.naore! (2) sayonara! (3)" 
	·
	rigidly and with cruelty until it aroused unrest among the peoplea
	Unto the furthermost villages every day were heard the cries 

	Sidobutyo arrives In May, 1942, there came a Japanese civil government for the residency of Banjumas, which was headed by
	in Purwokerto 

	a "Sidobutyo" called Lt. Colonel Horie. He was accompanied by an
	interpreter called Tamura. 
	.. 
	They stayed in the Residency and opened an office in the oThis civil government was still under the orders of the Japanesearmy in West Java with headquarters at Bandung. 
	I \ 
	building of the ''Escompto'' Company in front of the sugar factorya

	The task to which they gave the most importance was the regis= 
	tration of foreigners. European men had to pay a registration fee of F.100, whilst a European woman had to pay F.80. A male nonEuropean foreigner had tQ pay F.100 and women of this category had to pay F. 50o 
	Beforehand it had been decided that together with Netherlands 
	/ 
	Indies money there was also to circulate as official currency papermoney, Japanese military money. In the long run Netherlands Indies money went out of circulation. For all of us inhabitants it was 
	Artifact
	(1) Keirei: Incline the head; (2) naore: withdraw; (3) sayonara: goodbye. 
	clear that the Java Bank paper money, silver coin and other Netherlands Indies money, after entering the post office, bank, railway, pawnshop and so on were appropriated by the Japanese, taken by the Japanese army to Japan, and exchanged for Japanese paper money o 
	Local Govern-With the law of the Commander in Chief of the Japanese 
	ment is revived Army of the 8th August 1942 No o 27, the areas of residency, municipality, regency, district, under-district, andvillage throughout Java and Madura were revived, but their names were changed to "Syu, Si, Ken Gun Son and Ku o" The names of towns derived from Dutch words were also abolished and changed forthe original names o Thus Batavia became Jakarta,, and Meester-Cornelis and Buitenzorg since then have been called DJatinegara and Bogor o 
	CJ 
	'J 
	'I 

	Government regulations for the districts, regencies, municipalities and villages could remain in force as under the Dutch oThe popular representative bodies were abolished o 
	The Syu government regulations were confirmed by law Noo 280CJ now called Kentyo CJ governed his •.autonomousprovince of a regency without a regency council o Control was exercised by the syutyo office under the government of a "syutyokan o" The syutyokan was directly below the orders of "Gunseikan" of '<"Saikosikikan." 
	Thereafter a regent 
	,akarta,, that is the deputy of the Commander in Chief, the 

	As a result of the above-mentioned regulations the residencyof Banjumas was no longer controlled from Bandung but directly from 
	Jakart·a o . 
	Syutyo Office The Syutyo office became larger than the residency 
	replaces the at the time of the Dutch and was divided into four
	Resident's Office departments:
	l o Tyokanbu Department, the department of the Syu official, who wasin charge of secret matters and the running of the administration in general o 
	2o Naiseibu Department, which can be considered concerned withhome affairso 
	3o Keizaibu Department, which was concerned with economics, trade and agriculture o 
	4o Keisatubu Department, which had charge of the police o 
	The officials were composed of Japanese and Indonesians oOfficials inherited from the Dutch were also used. Those for example who previously held the position of heads of agriculture remained so, but above them was placed a Japanese chief, who also had a fullcomplement of Japanese officials. In truth it was these Japanese officials who held the leadership and the power. 
	Such a state of affairs of its nature could not give satisfaction to the Indonesian officials, indeed the revers·The atmosphere in 
	e.the office became unpleasant, even more because the Japanese officialsin ger.eral did not understand anything at all about the conditions 
	in our country. In addition their attitude was proud and arrogant,even though their knowledge Łas insufficient and their point of view narrow .. 
	Banjumas At the end of the month of August 1942 Sidobutyo was re
	-

	. Syutyokan placed by Syutyokan Ryuji.Iwashige. He was a native of Tokyo, aged about 50. In Japan he had worked in a department similar to Kentyoo He had been educated at the University of Tokyo and could speak English and German. His attitude was informal and courteous, o He was happy to learn the customs of Indonesia and was very interested in conditions on Java. His attitude was fair, he held strong humanitarian opinions. 
	his point of view was broad, quite different from his friends 

	Thanks to these good characteristics the government of the o The Japanese were not o Compared with other districts the government of the area of Banjumas was not carried out with cruelty as in other places. "Kenpei," the Japanese military police, under o o So it was no surprise for me if a guest from another district were to say that o 
	Residency of Banjumas was able to work well 
	allowed to act as they pleased 
	the leadership of Lieutenant Kato, fulfilled their duties carefully 
	Investigations were not tyrannical as in other districts 
	the inhabitants of Banjumas lived as though under the protection of God 

	. 
	Japanese The activities of the Japanese Government were especially
	.' 
	Activity directed to their desire to build a Greater East Aia to achieve common prosperity. They affirmed repeatedly that the 
	s

	·Western peoples had come to Asia to seek for profit and then to coloniseo For three and a half centuries Indonesia had been colonised by Holland. Among Asian nations there was only Japan which had never been colonised or defeated by another nation. Therefore 
	Japan would help the other Asian nations. 
	The "Three Amovement, whose object was to propagate the idea o Japan was the leader of Asia, Japan was the light of Asia Ja�an was the guide of Asia. In everything Japan was superior to the European nations. Everything good from the West had become the property of the Japanese and had been made to conform with the situation in Japan so as to be perfected. Japan in half a century had been able to modernize as a result of the efforts of the Japanese themselveso o 
	11 
	of Asia for the Asians was publicised to the smallest villages 
	7 
	Previously feudal it was now an incomparable modern country 

	The Indonesians due to their colonisation for three and a half centurie$ had become weak ip �11 things. Only the Japanese as o The Indonesians should take the Japanese as an example in the characteristics of spirit, courage and devotion to nation, country and people; undergo physical training, and so on. The activity in daily work o People should exercise their bodies in order to become strong. Physical exercise was urged on all the people by means of radio. The inhabitants had to "bertaiso(1) together out
	elder brothers of the Indonesians would be able to help them 
	must be increased. Those who do not work shall not eat 
	11 
	physical culture were to be made available even in the villages 

	Youth the hope Because young men were the hope of the nation they were 
	of the nation to be given training of character as well as of the body in order to be able to support suffering and to be able to overcome all obstacles and difficulties. Moral and physical education 
	(1) Bertaiso: undergo physical training. 
	lOo 
	should go hand in hand o To ensure the security of the villagers it was strongly urged to set up "keibodan," a movement of young men aged 25 years to 36 years o Young men from the age of 18 to 25should enter the "seinendan" movement, which was to be trained in amilitary fashion. Keibodan and Seinendan were to work together oEveryday they were to be drilled like the Japanese Army with orders in Japanese o A belief in the ideas anŁ aims of the Japanese had arisen among the people and the middle classeso So th
	Training of Male and female teachers were sent to Jakarta to follow
	teachers a short course in Japanese Japanese drill, sport, character training, singing, Japanese customs, etco On return from the course they arranged courses and exercises for their friendsunder the leadership of the Japaneseo 
	9 

	Indonesian people As a result of the training just mentioned, in a
	astonishing pupils short while only about six months, the Indonesian people changed its character and attitude o Japanese customs penetrated to the villagers o The self-respect which in Dutch colonial time was not visible among our people now grew little bylittle o 
	9 

	The World War Meanwhile the Second World War continued to be bitterly 
	fought in Europe N0rth Africa, and Asia. After America, 
	continues 
	9 

	Britain and Australia rearmed they attacked Japan in return 9 by air 
	and sea as well as on land. In East Asia the war continued in Burma, in the Pacific, in Papua on Guadalcanal, the Coral Sea and in other places o 
	9 

	Japan needs Like every country at war Japan badly needed foodstuffs,
	materials such as agricultural produce, livestock, rice; and aswell as those steel, aluminum, copper, teak, leather, etc o Menwere also needed for the army and as laborerso They were mobilisedon a large scale o 
	Agricultural pro-The first step to meet all these needs was to order
	duce is multiplied that crops be increased. All land had to be sown,irrigation and drainage were to be improvedo The use of manure wasstrongly urged o The method of making compost manure from rice straw was followed as in Japan o 
	So also the method of sowing rice (paddy) had to be carried out by drilling holes, regularly and at fixed distanceso All this following the method in Japan o Everything that had worked well 1nJapan had to be applied here also o The Japanese did not rememberthe difference of climate, soil condition, and way of life of the
	people of Indonesia. 
	Unrest among As might have been expected these measures gave rise to
	the people unrest among the farmers and villagers generallyo Thisfeeling of dissatisfaction in course of time turned to a feeling ofhate, especially after a large part of the rice harvest wastaken to the rice mills and afterwards used to feed the Japanese·Army and officials o The size of the portion for the Japanese couldbe gauged from their way of life o Their life as time went on 
	11. 
	became more luxurious, whilst Idonesians from high to low faced difficulties and shortage of food. The disease of "hungeroedemabroke out again. 
	n
	11 

	At the peak of the shortage in the regency of Banjumas there were 32, 000 people suffering from "hungeroedema" out of a total recorded population of 740, 000; a figure which exceeds the epidemic in the years 1933-1936. 
	' 
	New Irrigation To improve this situation the Military Government Schemes planned new irrigation schemes. For example old schemes originating from the Netherlands Indies which had not been put into effect because of a number of technical difficulties, were brought forward again. Three tons of Japanese paper money was appropriated for financing the digging of an irrigation canal from the village of Pekalongan to Sokawer and Wah-ar. 
	Irrigation in In the Dutch period there had already been prepared a 
	Djatilawang plan to make a large canal for the needs of Djatilawang 
	District district. The water needed here was to be brought from Kali Tadjum in the village of Tipar south in Adjibarang districto According to the Dutch engineers this plan could not be effectedo In the Japanese period this plan was brought forward again and put into effect. 
	I muself had no objections whatever, because the people were suffering from hunger and very much needed labour and the price ration. In my opinion, even though the Government was taking a great risk that this canal would not be completed, the people would be helped. Was not the land needed by the Government to be bought from the people, whilst all the work that was to take place was also going to be paid for? Together with this the workers were to be given rice for their food requirements. Looked at from th
	The digging of this canal was quickly begun. The Government did not forget to hold an official ceremony at which were present the Japanese authorities from Jakarta, Syutyuokan and others. This canal was to take water to all the Djatilawang district with the exception of the under-district of Lumbir. 
	Agricultural One of the methods of increasing agricultural production 
	competitions was to hold competitions in ploughing the land, using manure, care of the land (weeding, etc.) and so on. The prizes were mostly clothing and farming tools, both of which at this time were badly needed by the people in general. They had ready begun to wear sarongs and jute trousers. Their stocks of hoes, sickles, choppers, etc., were exhausted. 
	al

	Cotton Presumably in order to help the people who had no decent 
	planting clothes the Japanese Government urged the farmers to plant cotton on a large scale, even though it was generally known that the Residency of Banjumas was not a district where cotton could be plantej because its climate did not fulfil the necessary conditionso A trial planting of cotton was clearly unsatisfactory, but the 
	Figure
	Japanese authorities in the Syutyo office reported to Gunseikanbu at Jarta that the results of the cotton planting in the district of BanjumaŁ were very goodl 
	-
	ak

	Castor In addition to cotton the inhabitants had to plant caster 
	oil plant oil plants for the needs of wareo It was said that castor oil could be used as lubricating oil for aircrafto The seeds of the castor oil plant were given free by the agricultural departmentsoIt could be seen that the castor oil plant which previousfy had never been taken account of because it was considered among the 11 wildtt plants was now cultivated as well as possibleeo Whether it was true that the castor oil was used as lubricating oil, none could 
	tell for certain·o I only know that in the trading world since then there is to be found a type of lubricating oil of bad qualityo It is said that this was made from castor oilo 
	Hokokai Together with the planting of castor oil plantsŁ and· so on
	9

	Association the Japanese Government also urged that Hokokai associations be set up everywhere, that is associations of the Loyalty of the People, whose aim was to convince the people that loyalty to countryand people means being willing to sacrifice everything for the needs of the nationo 
	To show that they were truly loyal to country and nation the people were urged, both gently and forcibly to contribute to the country their collections of gold objectsŁ diamonds, brilliants,silver, steel, copper and other articles of valueeo All must save as much as possible in the Post Office Savings Bank, take turns at voluntary work for the needs of the state and the defence of the fatherland, and in ensuring security and anti-aircraft defenceo All this increased the burden borne by the people more than 
	Belief in Through its slogans of friendship and its encouragement to 
	Japanese the people of all classes to learn Japanese, Japan had 
	propaganda succeeded in.obtaining the complete confidence of a portion
	of the Indonesian peopleeo During the Dutch colonial period, not everyone could learn Dutcheo It was only the upper class which was permitted to learn Dutch and of the lower class one may say only
	those who were allowed to enter the Dutch=Native Schoolso This typeof distinction was not to be found in the treatment of the Indonesians by the Japaneseo If in the Dutch period the people felt preventedfrom making progress, under the Japanese government, they were giventhe widest possible opportunities to increase their knowledge.
	School teachers who had followed courses in Japanese had to take part in competitions in the language, in writing and reading, singing,speaking, etceo Various prizes were presented to the winners. The winners in the Under-Districts were sent to competitions in the Districts, and those who passed these examinations were sent in turn to the Regencies, Residencies, and finally to the last competition in Jakartaeo In this way the Indonesian people were able easily to accept Japanese habits and customs, Japanese
	Artifact
	(1) A reference to the mythical prophecy· of Djojobojo, a Javanese King of the 14th century, according to which a yellow race would. as long as the lifetime of maizeo 
	(1) A reference to the mythical prophecy· of Djojobojo, a Javanese King of the 14th century, according to which a yellow race would. as long as the lifetime of maizeo 
	stay in Java 
	) 

	Japanese understanding so that among Japanese leaders there were those who said outrightthat the Indonesian people who were so nexcellent" were to be made Japaneseeo 
	.


	Figure
	Confidence in Japan was not limited to the poor onlyo Some intellectuals, also, had their hearts stolen. In Purwokerto, for instance, there was a headmaster's wife who spbke· to he·r · childen in Japanese every day, swallowing whole Japanese customs and habitseo There was also an Indonesian legal expert (Master in Laws) holdingthe office <lf President of the Courteo He was already prrificient
	r

	in Japanese and according to his own statements he_ was already so far advanced that he was able to·eread Japanese legal works, etco It was Łot surprising that the Japanese were delighted and placedgreat hopes on being able to change the Indonesians to "Nipponjinoe" 
	Seinendan, The education of Indonesian youth was placed on a military
	Keibodan basis. The Seinendan and Keibodan movements, as well as the pupils from the village and secondary schools,were giveninstruction in physical culture, military discipline, "kendo" and judo" (Japanese fencing and wrestling)eo The above-mentioned instruction took up much time so that the teaching of general knowledge was restrictedeo 
	0 

	The Indonesian We said above that the Indonesian people were an 
	Character Changes "excellent'' people o The Japanese were happy to possess pupils who were clever, industrious, and cultured, but theyalso understood that for the Indonesians to progress as quickly as possible Javanese customs such as the "homage,e" "squatting,"' had to be abolished. With the training which I have described above the character of the Indonesians began to changeo The lower class o Added to the shortage of textiles 9 it became usual tD wear practical clothes, that is the men used shoes and sh
	began to ac
	·
	quire self-respect 
	= 

	As a Regent I certainly held the opinion that someof the Javanese customs of their nature could hinder the development of our peopleeo Furthermore, they made those of little education feel inferior to those in high positions. I myself could therefore approve the changes in the spirit of our peopleo It was to be hoped that a belief in oneself would become the property of the whole of the Indonesian peopleeo This was the only condition to stand alone. As long as the Indonesian people was kept down bythe disea
	.

	Even though I realized that among Indonesians it was ceŁtain that there would be some who would lose their heads because of these sudden changes, I felt it was necessary to set an example so that the general public should favour the wearing of practicalclotheseo I never wore shorts, but I ceased wearing the "belangkon(Javanese head-cover, formed by folding a batik kerchief)o In the Dutch period-though I wore trousers I still used a head-kerchiefo 
	11 

	I myself also felt that the flsembah,e" and so on, in these times was out of placeeo Some officials usually performed this salutation to meeo I did not allow them to do so any moreeo 
	,'.,,. 
	Figure
	Visit of H.eE. During the Japanese period Purwokerto was visited 
	The Sultan and by exalted guestseviz: Ho Eo 'the Sultan (of Jogjakarta) 
	1 

	H.Eo The Susuhunan and H.E. '.the Susuhunan (of Solo)eo The first to visit our dittrict was Ho Eo Sulcan Hamengkubuwono IX together with Kangdjeng Gusti Paku Alam VIII. Both these important guests arrived at the Regency in very modest style, quite different from the custom duringthe Dutch periodeo They came without being accompanied by men who bore decorationso Their behavior was throughout simpleeo 
	·
	f

	For our part also the reception of these important guests was arranged in accordance with the times so that in our opinion the simplicity which appeared to be desired by H .. E•ethe Sultan was
	not disturbed 
	. 

	The place visited by Ho Eo the Sultan and Kandjeng\Gusti was the village of Tamansarieo There the important guests saw the ruinŁ of the court of Pasirluhurfamed in the story of Princess Bungsu and Kamandaka, Prince of Padjadjarano 
	j 

	Not long after Heo Ea :__ he Susuhunan Pakubuwono XI, together with His Consort, also visited the town of Purwokerto and stayed at the So Do So Railway Hoteleo To honour them in the Syutyokan kantei (residentes house) an evening meal was arrangedeo I and my wife were then able to meet Ho E. Susuhunan Pakubuwono and his consorta 
	.
	v 
	.

	The Japanese Army The need of the Japanese Army for help from the 
	continues to need Indonesians grew as time passedeo A large part of 
	the help of the · the rice harvest had to be sold to the Japanese 
	Indonesian people Army at a lower price than the usual, it was said as loyalty to the countryeo The Indonesians were urged to eat maize and cassava as replacements for riceeo So that this forced sale of rice could take place easily Japanese officials went out of the villages to exercise controlseo 
	To meet the needs of the war overseas the Purwokerto-Maos railway was broken up and removed, it was said, to Burmao With exhortations of loyalty to the fatherland our educated youth were sent to Shonanto (Singapore), to Burma and elsewhereeo With splendid promises unskilled labourers (romusha) were taken outside the countryeo Because of these needs of Japan as time went on the villages were short of labour to look after and improve the roads and irrigationcanals, and to cultivate the soil, etco 
	Home Guard After Japan had succeeded in stimulating the spirit of our youth by means of the Seinendan and Keibodan movements, it built upvoluntary troops for the defence of the fatherlandeo 
	• 

	Paragraph 1 of Osamu Seirei Noa 44 reads: 
	"Remembering the burning spirit and also fulfilling the earnest desire of the 50 million inhabitants of Java who wish to defend their fatherland themselves, ·the Japanese Army constitutes a Fatherland Defence Armythat is v:oluntary troops to defend the land of Java with native inhabitantseerected on the basis of the ideas of defending Greater East Asia togethereo " 
	9 
	9 

	Paragraph XIV read: 
	Figure
	"The Fatherland Defence Army voluntary troops must recognize the ideas and importance of the work of defending the fatherland, andbe willing to take part in defending their fatherland in each Syu (Residency) against the Allies under the leadership of the Japanese 
	Armyo
	11 

	Japan was a country which dared to take riskso Holland forcenturies had held the opinion that the Javanese could not become satisfactory soldiers. Japan, in a little while only, felt and was able to see the desire of the people to defend their fatherland o Japan was willing to invite the Javanese people to oppose the Allied attack together with hero Even though at that time the hatred of the Indonesians, who learnt industriously and trained themselves in the Japanese fashion, had already arisenand was clear
	against the Allied powersa
	general extremely coarse, nevertaheless Japan continued to be con
	= 

	Propaganda to receive officer candidates for the FDA was conducted actively, especially among the teachers and police, because there the Japanese spirit had entered most deeplyaeven thougho At that 
	9 
	there also was felt a feeling of hatred towards Japana

	time in order to tempt the Indonesian people, who in general like high positions, Japan declared that the rank of Major in the FDA o Japan truly understood that in the eyes of the people of Indonesia there is no rank otherthan that of regent which is recognised as the peak of respect and o To live in a Regency, facing the alun-alun (1) with apair of "walled banyans" was an honour which bore no comparisono Soseen from the point of view of psychology, Japan was not wrong 
	was the same as that of a Regent (Kentyo)a
	greatnessa
	9 

	in using propaganda which gave Indonesians a hope of obtaining arank equivalent to that of a Regent by following the road of the FDAo The results of Japanese propaganda were satisfactoryo FDA officercandidates mostly originated from the teacherso Local Government officials, the Police and other offices did not feel drawn by the Japanese inducementso 
	After six monthsg training at Bogor these officer candidates 
	were returned to their respective places, with the ranks of Shodantyo(2nd Lieutenant) to Daidantyo (Major), head of batallion and regimento After that the business of receiving FDA soldiers went forward on 
	o Thousands of young men enlisted in the FDAao AlsoaMalayaPapua and other areas as auxiliaries for the Japanese troopso Indonesian men who joined the Japanese Army were given the name of 'Heihoao " Because male labour was used to defend the fatherland the villages eventually were short of men so that, as obtained in the women had to replace the meno 
	a large scalea
	9 
	many others joined the Japanese Army to be sent to Burma
	9 
	9
	9 
	Japan
	9 

	Fujin=Kai How did Japan mobilise the women? As we have shown above Indonesian women before Japan landed in our country already o They were already used to working o So it was not difficult for Japan
	possessed various associationsa
	in the social field and so ona

	that Ł-s ''Fujin-Kai," with headquarters at Jakartaaunder the leader
	to urge Indonesian women to unite themselves in one associationa
	9
	9 
	-

	Artifact
	(1} openŁ grassy squareo 
	16 . 
	ship of Mrseo Sunarjo Mangunpuspitoo So that the branches of FujinKai could flourish from the towns to the smallest villages Japanused tJ1e influence of the wives of the Kentyo, Guntyo, Sontyo and Kutyoeo As a result of this Japanese clevereness Fujin-Kai could be set up threoughout the island of Javaeo 
	The Banjumas Fujin-Kaieaccording to the Japanese, was the last to be set up, even though there were sufficient able and influential people in the districteo In fact the only reason whythe women of Banjumas showed no enthusiasm was their conviction that the Japanese spirit, Japanese customs would not raise the level of Indonesian women, as the examples sufficiently showedeo From the first, the Banjumas Fujin-Kai only wished to carry out work which they considered in accordance with Javanese customseo It was 
	9 

	Collection The collection of goods which were helped not a little byof goods the Fujin-Kai were continued at speedo The requests of 
	the Japanese Army weree not longer for gold, diamonds, brillieants, unhusked and husked riceŁ Old iron9 cattle, buffalo, and goat skins,wool, even tubers from the forest were neededo Netherlands Indies metallic money and Java Bank paper money weree abolished from 
	• cireculationeo All was carreied to Japaneo Java became poorer, short of food and clothing, suffered moreo At this time the Japanese Army was active in making defensive positions in the mountains and on the sea-shoreeo Teak and bamboo were taken in such quantities that the people found difficulty in finding anyo This defensive activity was carried on with great speedeo 
	,

	New roads The Army made a road from Kareangputjung ('r j ilatjap) to 
	made the village of Darmakradenan and Karangbawang, from Mersi 
	on the east of Purewokerto direct to Pliken and Djompoo The railway bridge above the River Seraju between the villages of Patikradja and Mandirantjan became a road bridgeo 
	The Japanese Whilst Indonesians from the highest to the lowest 
	live in luxury suffered because of a universal shortage, the Japanese who always urged economy for the benefit of the country and the nation lived in luxury that streuck the eyeo The houses in which they resided were modernised, in accordance with their needs and their customseo They were furnished with costly beautiful things, moderen and practicalincreeasing the comfort of lifeeo 
	9 

	Food and drink were more than sufficienteo Seeing this situation not a few Indonesians thought that the Japanese would stay in our country forevereo Seemingly they had forgotten the prophecies of Djojobojoeo 
	The leaders of thŁ The Japanese method to remove DŁtch influence 
	Nationalist Movements was to raise the leaders of the nationalist 
	are made leaders of movements such as Iro Sukarno, Dro Mohammad 
	the peoŁle Hatta, etceo , who had been freed by the 
	Japanese, to advisers or leaders of the Hokokaiethe associeation for the loyalty of the Peopleeo These last-mentieoned leaderes once came to Purewokereto wheree they made speeches to meetings on the 
	Japanese, to advisers or leaders of the Hokokaiethe associeation for the loyalty of the Peopleeo These last-mentieoned leaderes once came to Purewokereto wheree they made speeches to meetings on the 
	9 

	alun-alun and in the "United Asiaclub o They urged cooperation with Japan on the basis of geopolitics, and belief in the power of Japan which had never Ywet been beaten by any other country in the worldeo Japan would not lose, the Japanese flag would always fly in gloryt 
	11 


	Figure
	Tyue Sangi In and As a sta·ge in progress there was set up in Jakarta 
	11 Tyue Sangi Ino " According to paragraph 1 of the Osamu Seirei dated 50902602 Noo 36 its intention was to answer questions put by the Saiko Sikikan (Commander in Chief) concerning government administration and put forward proposals to Saiko Sikikaneo Iro Sukarno became its chairmano In the residency areas there were also set up bodies like the Tyue Sangi In called Syu Sangi Kaieo Its task was to answer questions concerning local government etce , put by the Syutyokano In practiece these questionshad the i
	Tyue Sangi Kai a body called 

	save money in the post office, arouse the working spirit, urge men so that they were willing to become romusha, increase agricultural produceefarmyard aniemals, and so fortheo Concerning the collection of materials Syutyokan only asked for information on the method people followed to carry out this collectiono How much had to be collected depended on the decision of the Japanese armyo The supreme power lay in the hands of the Army, which increased its requirements from day to dayo Eventually the people, who
	Artifact
	9 

	Training is Intensiefied: The Japanese Government was not distressed 
	Regents have to Trainee by this unhealthy situationo Instead of lightening the burden on the people the Japanese Government felt 
	it more necessary to institute training for all state officialso Poliecemen, teachers, sentyos, guntyos, indeed Kutyos, village officials down to the kajims (1) had to take parto In the months 
	of March and April 1945 came the turn of the Regents of Javao The place of training was the BrotherseSchool in East Gambir (Jakarta)eo It lasted two weekseo The Regents in the course were divided into two groupseo The Regent of Bandjearnegara and I were placed in the 
	8 

	, first group whilst the Regents of Purbolinggo and Tjilatjap entered 
	the secondeo 
	What was the intention of this training? None other than to inculcate the Japanese outlook, customs, language, morals, historygovernment etceo Ł into the thinking of the Regents of the whole of Java " wtio in the opinion of the Japanese Government were too 
	9 

	influenced by a Western outlookeo In this way Japan intended to plant a deep faith in every attempt of Gunseikanbu to improve Indonesian societyeo At the same time physical culture and drill & la Nippon were not forgotteneo Early morning at 6 aoemo (Japan time) the "students'' gathered in the front courtyardeo Then the ceremony of hoisting the Japanese flag took place, and after that the "students" declared their loyalty to their fatherland and the realization of Greater East Asiaeo In the evening, also at 
	9 
	-

	in the intentions and aim of Japan this training of governmentofficials showed ·the aberratioŁ of outlook of the Japanese authoritieso The result was that the confiedence in them which was already thine
	3 

	was altoegether losto 
	(1) village religious offiecials. 
	Figure
	Tonari Kumi The next Japanese effort was to set up uTonari Kumi(Neighbors' Association) with the intention of speeding up the proceess of governmenteo 
	11 

	Every village was divided into a number of Tonari Kumi, made up of families (20 or 40), headed by a "kumityoon This head of the neighbours association was chosen by his own neighbors and was under the orders of the Kutyo (village head)eo He had to carry out everything ordered by the governmento 
	This new regulation indeed did lighten the work of the village officials, but as the number of government acetivities incereased the responsibility of the Kumityo became heavier, the more so as he had no income such as that received by the village officials such as fields and other land etc o eventually these kumi tyos did not feel Contento 
	·
	9 

	Election to Village The Japanese Military Government made a change 
	Head to be held once in the regulations for the elecetion ·of village every four yeaers head (kutyo)eo A kutyo was only alleowed to hold his post for four yearso Then the villagers had to hold election for a new village heado The newly retired kutyo could stand againeo 
	This law gave rise to disceontent among all the village heads and local government officials, because they considered it impossible to hold so many elections to village head at one timeeo 
	In addition this new law would give rise to a number of difficulties in the viJ_lage Of this matter the authorities who conceived this
	o 
	law knew nothing at alleo 
	Hatred of The feeling of the people at this time was already very
	the people far from what Japan desiredeo The Japanese were not 11 but as colonizers, tooo As clear evidence of how bad was their treatment of the Indonesian people was the romushas" who returned from Banteneo This evidence waes directly opposed to all Japanese promises, evidence which finally opened the eyes of those who deified Japan and saew the Japanese Army as, the protectors of the Indonesian people o 
	looked on as "elder brothers,e
	0 

	The fate of the romushas cannot be described in one or two wordso The sufferings they experienced in their place of work, that is gold and other mines, showed us that the Japanese were a people of cruel natureeo They were put to work in hot places and where malaeria waes prevalento They were not cared for decently, their wages were insufficient, they were often beaten,their food
	_

	. 
	was inadequate, they were given no clothes, and their work was extremely heavy, so that not a few among them tried to run away,but alas for themoeooeoooooeothe human body which has too long suffered rain and cold, hunger and ill treatment has reached the limits of its strengtheo If not in the hut then in the forest undergrowth it gives up its last breath, uncared for, perhaps also unseen by manŁ A human being, "young brother" according to Japan, an Indonesian who served his country and his peopleeooooooo de
	Romusha, you believed in the Japanese because of their wonderful propagandat You willingly left your village home to 
	Figure
	show your loyalty to your mother country, you had high ideals and o oooand if you return to life among your family your health is already affected, your body is o Yes, the Japanese flag flies forever in its cruelty! 
	what was your reward? Dead, neglecteda
	ruined forevera

	The Indqnesian people, who were still ignorant and could be fooled by Japan with its slogans of "together," eat and drink together; eventually also understood that this common prosperity meant "The Indonesian people who work themselves 
	informal receptions, etc.
	1 

	to death, wearing sacking or matting, eati'ng s,reet:apo.ta1oesŁ'.oracassavaaoooo " 
	r
	r
	·a
	The Japanese who live in luxury and happily, satisfying their 
	appetites as they willed

	The people felt hatred not only _for the Japanese but also for o The Chinese in their daily trading always sought the o Moreover among the Chinese there were a number who became henchmen of the Japaneseao 
	the Chinesea
	maximum profit, whilst the people suffereda

	Heiho and FDA Discontent arose also among the Heiho and the soldiers 
	o The Japanese military treated the Heiho o Their training was heavy, no different fromthat of Japanese soldiers, but they were given food which was very different from that which was prepared for the Heiteisanso This was similar to the experience of Javanese soldiers at the time of the Netherlands Indies; they were never given potatoes to eato
	soldiers grumble of the FDAa
	badly and coarselya
	· 

	The officers of the FDA felt despised because they were obligedto give prior honour to the Japanese sergeants who were attached
	o On the other hand the Japanese instructors were jealous of the FDA officers who were permitted to wear Japaneseo According to Japanese regulations only Japanese o The atmosphere deteriorated with 
	to them as instructorsa
	swords (katanas)a
	officers could wear katanasa

	o Quarrels often broke out between heiteisan and heihoao Once
	timea

	o Even though this flame of hatred
	a revolt broke out in Krojaa

	could be extinguished, nevertheless our young men continued to feel
	o 
	bitter towards the Japanesea

	Indonesians take The Japanese Army suddenly changed its policyo 
	part in the Government With gentle words Indonesians were given an opportunity to take part in the Central Government of the o, Our leaders were placed in authority in a number of departments alongside Japanese heads, indeed in the residencies of rJ_akŁta.,Ł Kedu and Bodjonegoro an Indonesian was o In other residencies the Fuku-Tyokan was anIndonesianathat is the deputy Syutyokano The Fuku-Tyokan of o Ro Po Iskaq Tjokroadisurjoo 
	Gunseikanbu at ;Ł·:akarta 
	appointed Syutyokana
	1 
	Purwokerto was a lawyer from Surabaja, Mra

	The Allies make At this time the results of the return attacks made 
	return attacks -.. by i11ies, especially America, in the Pacific Ocean, o Because of the violent and overwhelming Americanblows the Japanese Navy was forced to retreat after suffering ao The Japanese bases on the West of the Archipelago the strongest Japanese fortification in the Pacific Ocean, became e Nor were the American losses negligibleo In Burma 
	became apparenta
	great defeata
	of Papua were destroyed by the Allieso The island of Iwo Jimaa
	9
	a sea of firea

	Figure
	Jpan was also hard pressedo Apparently the God of Victories had abandoned Japaneo The conceit of the Japanese diminieshed little bylittle◊.-Their nervousness increased and to lose it the Japanese drank as much strong liquor as they could o "The children of God'' had fallen from their leveleo 
	a
	.

	Rumours of a revolt of the Indonesians against the Japanese 
	, 

	Government increasedeo In Tasikmalaja a revolt of Moslems under 
	the leadereship of a nuŁber of Kijai took placeeo As was generally known the Moslems felt discontented because they were obliged to bow towards Tokyowhich was seen as praying before Tenno Heikao 
	9 

	At Indramaju the women also revolted because of the Japanese • tration of romushaeo At Blitar the FDA jointly attacked the Japanese Armyo All these revolts were put down by Japan with force of armswhich of itself did not increase the popularity of Japan in the eyes of the Indonesianso 
	measures in connection with the carriage of paddy and the adminis
	j

	Indonesia soon Suddenly at the end of the month of November in the 
	to be free year 1944 a Japanese officialnamed So Tamuraewho usually acted as the interpreter of the Syutyo officeoffiecially requested to speak to me and my wifeo He washe saidto transmit an announcement from the Japanese Armyo I and my wife awaited his coming in the middle room of our houseeo In a little while Tamura= San came wearing his official costumeecomplete with his Samurai swordeo He walked with a military stepstood upright in front of both of us and after saluting he said in a voice full of emotio
	9 
	9 
	9 
	9 
	9 
	9 
	9 
	9

	While we were discussing with a number of our friends TamuraSanes coming as a messenger of Sy�tyokanebringing extraordinary and joyful news for the Indonesian peoplewe heard the voice of 
	« 
	9 
	9 

	the news reader of Radio Jakartao We were astounded and dis= 
	appointed: Radio Jakarta announced that Indonesia "would be freed 
	in a few daystimeeo '' This statement was twice repeatedo Theree 
	i 

	could be no mistakeeo The news which had been given to us by
	Tamura-San was not trueo Alas a thousand times alasi 
	Newspapers jubilantly announced the news "Indonesia will be freed in a few daystime" together with lengthy commentarieseo We did not feel satisfiedeo It was unlikely that Syutyokan had made a mistake, unlikely that Tamura=San would be so moved if the news from the Japanese Army only promised freedom in a few daystimeŁ For 
	8 
	v 

	us it was already clear that something odd had happenedo 
	I asked myself: "Is the first announcement which was communicated to both of us the result of an over=hasty action and was it later withd�awn by the Japanese Army? What is the meaning of the announcement which fin·ally ended as did the u November=promise n of the Dutch Government in 1918?" 
	Figure
	The Red and White The Japanese Army permitted the Indonesian people
	Flag and ''aGreater to fly the Red and Vfuite Flag alongside the 
	Indonesia" Japanese flag and to sing the national anthem ''Greater Indonesia." Among the Japanese it was clear there wereo Apparently they were not yet willing to see the Indonesian people as one which was to be freedo An imperialist spirit which must be burnt out by the rootst 
	still some of a reactionary naturea
	in a few daysa' timea

	The natural seed of nationalist feeling which had long been buried in fertile soil, with the flying of the Red and White Flag, lived in every son of Indonesia from the towns to the furthermost o The Red and White Flag was seen at every meeting and our11 Greater Indonesia" resoundedo The Indonesian people once again believed in the prophecies of Djojobojoo 
	villagesa
	national anthem 

	The Atom Bomb The American attacks at this time continued unintero The island of Papua was occupied by the Allies; Ambon and Macassar were .often bombed from the airao Japan itself hadoften been visited by American bombers, indeed a bomb once fell o The American victory was accelerated o At one blow America was able to destroy the towns of Hiroshima and Nagasakio The destruction caused by this atomic bomb astonished and terrified the whole worldo 
	ruptedly
	near the place of Tenno Heikaa
	by a new weapon, the atomic bomba

	Not long after, at the beginning of the month of August 1945, it was announced that our leaders, Iro Sukarno and Oro Mohammad Hatta had left for Bangkok by air to meet the Japanese Supreme Commander, General Terauchi, with the intention of receiving theo On the 15th of August 1945 the two Indonesian leaders returned to their country with empty o The great Asian war had endedao 
	freedom of the state of Indonesiaa
	handsa

	Japan Even though in Jakarta the news was already abroad that 
	surrenders Japan had surrendered unconditionally, the Japanese o They were awaiting news and instructions from the Head Government at ŁŁkŁrtŁo Thesefailed to come. 
	people were not informed of the true positiona






